PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
June 11, 2015
SCRD Board Room, 1975 Field Road, Sechelt, BC

AGENDA
CALL TO ORDER

9:30 a.m.

AGENDA
Adoption of the Agenda
1.
DELEGATIONS
REPORTS
2.
Senior Planner – Official Community Plan Amendments to Incorporate Revised
Geotechnical Development Permit Areas for West Howe Sound, Elphinstone and
Roberts Creek
Electoral Areas D, E, F (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX A
pp 1 – 36

3.

Senior Planner – Development Variance Permit Application No. 337.144 (Woznow)
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX B
pp 37 – 46

4.

Planning Technician – Agricultural Land Reserve Application # D-59 (Green for 1312
Lands Inc.) for Subdivision within the ALR at District Lot 1312, Roberts Creek (Area D)
Electoral Area D (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX C
pp 47 – 96

5.

Planning Technician – Crown Referral: License of Occupation File 2411510 for a
Residential Private Moorage (Specific Permission) fronting Lot 19, DL 3989, Plan 12096,
Ruby Lake, Pender Harbour
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

6.

Chief Building Inspector/Bylaw Enforcement Manger - Bylaw Notice Enforcement
Ticketing System (BEN)
(Bylaw Enforcement) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F, SIGD)

ANNEX E
pp 116 – 117

7.

GM, Planning and Development - LiDAR for Hillside Industrial Park
(Hillside) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX F
pp 118 – 119

8.

Planning and Development Division Monthly Report – May 2015
(Regional/Rural Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX G
pp 120 - 128

MINUTES
9.
Natural Resource Advisory Committee Minutes of May 20, 2015
(Regional Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX H
pp 129 - 131

ANNEX D
pp 97 – 115

10.

Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of May 26, 2015
(Regional Planning Services) (Voting – All Directors)

ANNEX I
pp 132 - 133

11.

Egmont/Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of May 27, 2015
Electoral Area A (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX J
pp 134

12.

Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of May 26, 2015
Electoral Area B (Rural Planning Services) (Voting – A, B, D, E, F)

ANNEX K
pp 135 - 137

COMMUNICATIONS
13. Councillor Barbara Price, President, AVICC, dated May 6, 2015
Regarding Follow-up: Private Managed Forest Lands and Water and Watershed
Protection.

ANNEX L
pp 138
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14.

Ruth Simons, Howe Sound Community Forum, dated May 20, 2015
Regarding May 1st Howe Sound Community Forum Review.

ANNEX M
pp 139 - 142

15.

Hon. Gail Shea, P.C., M.P. Minister of Fisheries and Oceans, dated May 20, 2015
Regarding Cumulative Effects Assessment for Howe Sound.

ANNEX N
pp 143 - 145

IN CAMERA
THAT the public be excluded from attendance at the meeting in accordance with Section 90 (1) (f) of the
Community Charter – “law enforcement, if the council considers that disclosure could reasonably be expected
to harm the conduct of an investigation under enforcement of an enactment;”

ADJOURNMENT

ANNEX A
SCRD STAFF REPORT

DATE:

June 4, 205

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – June 11, 2015

FROM:

David Rafael, Senior Planner

RE:

OFFICIAL COMMUNITY PLAN AMENDMENTS TO INCORPORATE REVISED
GEOTECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS FOR WEST HOWE SOUND,
ELPHINSTONE AND ROBERTS CREEK

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the report dated June 4, 2015 and titled “Official Community Plan Amendments to
incorporate revised Geotechnical Development Permit Areas for West Howe Sound,
Elphinstone and Roberts Creek” be received;
THAT Elphinstone Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 600.6, 2015 be forwarded to the
Board for consideration of first reading;
THAT West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 640.1, 2015 be forwarded to
the Board for consideration of first reading;
THAT Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 641.4, 2015 be forwarded to the
Board for consideration of first reading;
AND THAT pursuant to Section 879 of the Local Government Act consultation
requirements the Board consider that the following be included in engagement regarding
the bylaws:
a) Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure;
b) Vancouver Coastal Health;
c) Squamish Nation;
d) shíshálh Nation;
e) Areas D, E and F Advisory Planning Commissions; and
f) Roberts Creek OCPC
g) the public via notification in local newspaper and information on SCRD website

BACKGROUND AND DISCUSSION
In 2012 and 2013 Kerr Wood Leidel Associates Ltd. Consulting Engineers (KWL) conducted an
inventory of hazardous lands within the Roberts Creek, Halfmoon Bay, Elphinstone and West
Howe Sound Official Community Plan (OCP) areas including creek flow areas and coastal and
open slopes. In addition to the inventory of hazardous lands, KWL provided recommendations
on the safe use of these lands. Copies of the KWL reports are available on the SCRD website
at:
http://www.scrd.ca/Geotechnical-Updates
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The final reports were submitted in May 2013 and they include frameworks and guidelines for
the following development permit areas:
1.

Coastal zone hazards including flooding of lower-lying terrain and erosion and
instability of oceanfront slopes. Provincial Guidelines prepared by Ausenco
Sandwell in 2011 establish the flood control guidelines and are incorporated.

2.

Creek hazards including flooding, debris floods, debris flow and slope instability
associated with ravine sidewalls. There are three categories within this DPA: creek
corridor, ravines, and floodplain. Creeks in the OCP areas were examined by Kerr
Wood Leidel consulting engineers; each creek contains its own set of potential
hazards.

3.

Slope hazards include slope failure/landslides and rock falls. It is important to note
that this DPA encompasses areas in the OCP where slope hazards have the highest
probability to occur. However, slope hazards may occur in other areas not identified
here due to changes in land use, land disturbance or extreme precipitation events.

Seismic-initiated slope hazards (earthquakes) need to be considered under the current
guidelines for assessment of slope hazards developed by the Association of Professional
Engineers and Geoscientists BC (2008). No map-based screening tool is currently available to
identify seismic slope hazard areas and therefore a development permit area specifically for
seismic hazard is not proposed.
Due to the timing of the OCP reviews and the work needed to develop the geotechnical hazard
analysis, it was not possible to incorporate the results within the review of three of the OCPs;
Roberts Creek, Elphinstone, West Howe Sound. It was possible to incorporate the KWL work
into the Halfmoon Bay OCP as it was revised at a later date. It is important that the
development permit areas (DPAs) are updated in the three OCPs to reflect current information.
Each of the three OCP’s considered for amendment contain DPAs addressing hazardous
conditions along all or part of the of the shore area. Therefore an introduction of development
permit areas along the foreshore is not entirely new.
In each OCP, a new development permit area is proposed that considers the impact of ocean
level change that is expected over the next 200 years. The DPA is in line with the
recommendations of the Climate Change Adaptation Guidelines developed by Ausenco
Sandwell Ltd in 2011, as referenced in KWL reports.
Staff consider that the OCPs should be amended such that there is similar format and language
in each DPA that addresses geotechnical or naturally hazardous conditions. Thus there will be
consistent requirements across the three OCP areas that will also be in line with those in the
Halfmoon Bay OCP.
Staff do not propose to amend any of the DPAs that cover form and character or environmental
protection in the three OCPs.
Public information meetings were held in March 2014 for each area. The meetings had limited
attendance however the discussion allowed for site specific issues to be considered. It also
provided a forum for representatives from KWL and SCRD staff to explain the purpose of the
new DPAs. Most of the new frameworks and guidelines related to development permit areas
that are currently set out in the OCPs; although the format and specific guidelines will be
amended.
The project also allowed for refinement of mapping and incorporation of up to date engineering
practices.

2015-June-11 PDC Report re Geotech DPAs for Areas D, E and F OCPs (926901)
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The proposed amendments for the Elphinstone OCP also include changes to reflect the
alteration in the electoral area boundary that took place in December 2009. This boundary
change removed most of the commercial properties along or near Highway 101/Gibsons
Way/Pratt Road from Elphinstone and placed them within the Town of Gibsons. All of the
Elphinstone OCP maps still show these properties as and should be amended to remove them.
Due to the complexities of redrafting all the maps for the Elphinstone OCP, Bylaw 600.6 as
attached only includes the amended development permit area map. A full set of revised maps
will be available at the June PDC.
The Local Government Act sets out that as part of consideration of OCP amendments the local
government needs to consider which agencies and governments need to be engaged with. A
list of potential agencies is included in Attachment A. Staff consider that as the updated and
new DPAs will be applied to subdivisions, in addition to land alteration and new
building/construction, referrals should be sent to the Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure and Vancouver Coastal Health. This is due to theses agencies’ roles in the
subdivision process. Staff also consider that the shíshálh and Squamish Nations should be
engaged with. The proposed amendments, in staff’s view, do not impact upon the other
agencies’ or local governments’ interests.
Staff presented the KWL reports to the Area D, E and F Advisory Planning Commissions in
November 2013. However staff consider that these APCs should be provided with an update
that sets out the proposed bylaw amendments. The Roberts Creek OCPC should also be
included in the engagement process.
Staff do not consider that a second set of public information meetings are needed. However if
the bylaws receive readings the SCRD website should be updated to provide information about
the proposed amendments. Information about the proposed changes, including a link to the
SCRD website and staff contact, could also be advertised.
The DPAs are technical in nature and the referral process would tend to be towards the inform
end of the scale as there is limited scope to alter the recommendations presented by KWL that
have been incorporated into the three attached draft bylaws (Attachment B).
Staff will provide a report to PDC at a later date with the engagement results before proposing
scheduling a public hearing for each bylaw. It is likely all three bylaws would be considered at
one hearing date/venue.

2015-June-11 PDC Report re Geotech DPAs for Areas D, E and F OCPs (926901)
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ATTACHMENT A
Local Government Act section 879
Early and On-Going Engagement – Identified Agencies, Governments and Groups


Indicates that engagement suggested by SCRD staff

Aboriginal Groups:

shíshálh Nation

Squamish Nation
Provincial Agencies:
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations

Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure

Vancouver Coastal Health Authority
Ministry of Aboriginal Relations and Reconciliation
Ministry of Agriculture
Ministry of Community, Sport and Cultural Development
Ministry of Energy and Mines
Ministry of Environment
Ministry of Agriculture and Lands
Agricultural Land Commission
Islands Trust
Local Government:
District of Sechelt
Town of Gibsons
Adjacent RDs
Metro Vancouver
Squamish-Lillooet
Powell River
School district boards, greater boards and improvement district boards
School District 46
Improvement District
Organizations:

Community Association (APC)

Other (RC OCPC)
Federal:

Persons:


Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Other:
The public

Other:

2015-June-11 PDC Report re Geotech DPAs for Areas D, E and F OCPs (926901)
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ATTACHMENT B
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 641.4
A bylaw to amend the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 641.4, 2015".
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled, enacts as
follows:
PART A - CITATION
1.

This bylaw may be cited as the "Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 641.4,
2015".

PART B – AMENDMENT
2.

Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 641, 2011 is hereby amended as follows:
A.

Renumber Development Permit Area 1: Stream Riparian Assessment Areas to DPA 4

B.
C.

Delete Development Permit Area 2: Beach Front And Ravine Slopes
Delete Development Permit Area 3: Creek Flooding and Associated Debris Flow And
Erosion

D.

Renumber Development Permit Area 4: Roberts Creek Shoreline to DPA 5

E.

Renumber Development Permit Area 5: Multi-Family/Cluster Housing Development to DPA
6

F.

Renumber Development Permit Area 6: Roberts Creek Village Commercial Core Area to
DPA 7

G.

Renumber Development Permit Area 7: Agricultural Buffering to DPA 8

H.

Insert the following into the preamble to section 16 after the first paragraph:
“In 2012 and 2013 Kerr Wood Leidel Associates Ltd. Consulting Engineers (KWL)
conducted an inventory of hazardous lands within the Roberts Creek electoral area
including creek flow areas and coastal and open slopes. In addition to the inventory of
hazardous lands, KWL provided recommendations on the safe use of these lands.
Coastal zone hazards include flooding of lower-lying terrain (DPA 1A) and erosion and
instability of oceanfront slopes (DPA 1B). Provincial Guidelines prepared by Ausenco
Sandwell in 2011 establish the flood control guidelines and are further described below.
Creek hazards include flooding (DPA 2A), debris floods (DPA 2B), debris flow (DPA 2C) and
slope instability associated with ravine sidewalls (DPA 2D). There are three categories
within this DPA: creek corridor, ravines, and floodplain. Creeks in the Roberts Creek OCP
area were examined by the Kerr Wood Leidel consulting engineers; each creek contains its
own set of potential hazards.
Slope hazards (DPA 3) include slope failure/landslides and rock falls. It is important to
note that this DPA encompasses areas in the OCP where slope hazards have the highest
probability to occur. However, slope hazards may occur in other areas not identified here
due to changes in land use, land disturbance or extreme precipitation events.
Seismic-initiated slope hazards (earthquakes) need to be considered under the current
guidelines for assessment of slope hazards developed by the Association of Professional
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Engineers and Geoscientists BC (2008). No map-based screening tool is currently available
to identify seismic slope hazard areas and therefore is not a Development Permit area.
There may be spatial overlap between some DPA categories.”
I.

Delete Policy 16.1 and insert the following:
“16.1 Development permits shall be required prior to the subdivision of land;
commencement of the construction of, addition to or alteration of a building or
other structure; or alteration of land within a designated development permit area
as shown on Map 5.”

J.

Amend Policy 16.3 as follows:
1.

Delete the text in (iii) and add the following text:
“a subdivision or rezoning application, where an existing registered covenant or
proposed covenant with reference plan based on a geotechnical engineer and/or
qualified environmental professional’s review, relating to the protection of the
hazardous or environment conditions outlined in the subject development permit
area, is registered on title or its registration secured by a solicitor’s undertaking;”

2.

In (v), (vi), (ix) and (xii) delete:
“for "a" protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological
diversity only”
and add the following text in its place:
“for Development Permit Area 4: Stream Riparian Assessment Areas”;

3.

K.

Insert the following:

“(xvi) for DPA 1A, DPA 1B, DPA 2A, DPA 2B, DPA 2C, DPA 2 D and DPA 3 “Low
Importance” structures, as defined in the BC Building Code: Buildings
that represent a low direct or indirect hazard to human life in the event
of failure, including: low human-occupancy buildings, where it can be
shown that collapse is not likely to cause injury or other serious
consequences, or minor storage buildings.”
Insert the following after Policy 16.6:

“Protection of Development from Hazardous Conditions
Coastal Zone Hazards
16.7 Development Permit Area 1A: Coastal Flooding
Rising sea level has been considered in the development of DPA 1A, but the impact
of sea level rise on ocean slope erosion and stability is difficult to anticipate.
Consideration should be given to a regional study to define future coastal flood
construction levels incorporating sea level rise.
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DPA 1A extends from the ocean to eight metres Canadian Geodetic Datum (CGD –
national reference standard for heights across Canada). Within this DPA,
development applications require a coastal flood hazard assessment to define the
coastal flood components, namely wave runup, wave setup and wind setup.
Guidelines to address coastal flood hazard and sea level rise have been released by
the provincial Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. The
guidelines define the coastal flood construction level (FCL) as the sum of a number
of components, such as tide, sea level rise, storm surge, wave effects and freeboard.
A coastal flood hazard assessment within this development permit area would
estimate the FCL for construction on a property. The following chart summarises
the components that make up the flood construction level:
Component

Note

Tide

Higher high water large tide

Sea Level Rise

Recommended allowance for global sea level rise: 1 m
for year 2100, 2 m for year 2200

Storm Surge

Estimated storm surge associated with design storm
event

Wave Effects

50% of estimated wave run up for assumed design storm
event. Wave effect varies based on shoreline geometry
and composition

Freeboard

Nominal allowance = 0.6 m

Flood Construction Level = Sum of all components.
If areas on the property are below 8 metres CGD a coastal flood hazard assessment
is required, that would include: estimation of coastal flood levels, consideration of
future sea level rise and wave run-up effects as outlined in the Provincial Guidelines.
A report within DPA 1A shall include an analysis of the coastal flood hazard including
the following:
(a)

An estimation of coastal flood levels for the expected life of the development;
and

(b)

An outline all protective measures required to achieve the FCL (e.g.
engineered fill or foundations or coastal bank protection or building envelope
design).

16.8 Development Permit Area 1B: Coastal Slopes
Slope stability issues on oceanfront slopes has been considered in the development
of the Coastal Slopes DPA 1B. Hazards may arise as a result of coastal erosion (e.g.
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undermining of the toe), poor or mismanaged drainage, gradual weakening, or
seismic shaking.
Land is located within DPA 1B if the future estimated natural boundary is located 15
metres or less seaward of the toe of the bluff. If this is the case then the assessment
area shall extend from the future estimated natural boundary will be located at a
horizontal distance of at least 3 times the height of the bluff.
In some conditions, setbacks may require site-specific interpretation and could
result in the use of a minimum distance measured back from the crest of the bluff.
The setback may be modified provided the modification is supported by a report,
giving consideration to the coastal erosion that may occur over the life of the
project, prepared by a suitably qualified professional engineer.
A report within DPA 1B shall include the following:
(a)

Slope profiles with documentation of the limits of slope instability.
Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of instability and changes
in stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The down-slope impact of
land alteration and development shall also be considered. As well, slope
stability assessments should consider potential coastal erosion under
conditions of future sea level rise;

(b)

A detailed stability assessment indicating foreseeable slope failure modes and
limiting factors of safety, and stability during seismic events;

(c)

An assessment of shallow groundwater conditions and the anticipated effects
of septic systems and footing drains on local slope stability;

(d)

A recommendation of required setbacks based on slope height, erosion
susceptibility, and stability from the crest of steep slopes, and a demonstration
of suitability for the proposed use;

(e)

If required, definition of the site-specific rock fall shadow area, including an
indication of the appropriate buffer zone and required protective works; and

(f)

Appropriate land use recommendations such as restrictions on tree cutting,
surface drainage, filling and excavation.

Creek Hazards
16.9 Development Permit Area 2A: Creek Corridor
DPA 2A applies to all creeks and extends 30 metres from the streamside natural
boundary. Flood, debris flow and debris flow hazard assessments will be required
within this development permit area. Riparian assessments, as described below in
DPA 4 are also required.
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A development permit in DPA 2A shall include a review of the property by an
appropriately qualified Professional Engineer or Professional Geoscientist as part of
a development permit review process. The report shall include an analysis of the
land located within the development permit area as well as an analysis of the
proposed developments including, but not limited to, building footprint, septic field
and land alteration, including tree removal.
Flooding and associated creek processes are subject to assessment and hydrologic
investigation at the time of subdivision or building permit or land alteration
application. The assessment and investigation shall include a survey of the natural
boundary of the creek, and the degree of confinement (e.g. typical cross-sections)
and shall consider upstream channels and floodways, debris dams, culverts, sources
of debris (channels and eroded banks) and related hydrologic features.
Analysis shall include an estimate of the 200-year return period peak flow and
corresponding flood elevation. In addition, consideration shall be given to potential
for overbank flooding due to blockages in the creek, such as at upstream road
crossings, or areas where debris accumulates.
16.10 Development Permit Area 2B: Ravines
Ravine areas were defined using the crest lines mapped in the SCRD GIS mapping
and based on consideration of stable angles of repose and the typical terrain seen
on the Sunshine Coast. A 30 metre assessment from ravine crests defines the area
that falls within DPA 2B. A 15 metre assessment line is also indicated.
A report within DPA 2B shall include the following:
(a)

A recommendation of required setbacks from the crests and/or toes of ravine
or other steep slopes, and a demonstration of suitability for the proposed use;

(b)

A field definition of the required setback from the top of a ravine or other
steep slope; and

(c)

The required setback to top of bank and recommendations relating to
construction design requirements for the above development activities, onsite storm water drainage management and other appropriate land use
recommendations.

16.11 Development Permit Area 2C: Floodplain
Floodplain areas are distinguished from the creek/river corridor based on their
spatial extent. The creek corridor flood hazard applies to relatively well-confined
creeks while DPA 2C applies where there is a large area of low-lying land susceptible
to flooding located adjacent to watercourses, which is not captured in DPA 2A.
Flood and erosion hazard assessment will be required within DPA 2C. The report
requirements are set out in Policy 16.13.
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16.12 Development Permit Area 2D: Low Channel Confinement
DPA 2D delineates alluvial fans or areas of low channel confinement. These may
exist at several locations on a single creek, although typically at the mouth. These
areas are either current or former deposition zones that provide opportunities for
channel avulsions (significant erosion) to occur.
Available air photographs and contour mapping were used to identify potential
areas of low channel confinement, which are included in DPA 2D. Flood and
erosion, and channel avulsion hazard assessment will be required within DPA 2D.
The report requirements are set out in Policy 16.13.
16.13 A report within DPA 2C and 2D shall include the following:
(a)

A review of the property by an appropriately qualified Professional Engineer or
Professional Geoscientist;

(b)

An analysis of the land located within the development permit area as well as
an analysis of the proposed developments including, but not limited to,
building footprint, septic field and land alteration including tree removal;

(c)

A hydrologic investigation and assessment of flooding and associated creek
processes at the time of subdivision or building permit or land alteration
application;

(d)

A survey of the natural boundary of the creek and degree of confinement (e.g.
typical cross-sections) and consideration of upstream channels and floodways,
debris dams, culverts, sources of debris (channels and eroded banks) and
related hydrologic features; and;

(e)

An estimate of the 200-year return period peak flow and corresponding flood
elevation.

In addition, consideration shall be given to potential for overbank flooding due to
creek blockages such as at upstream road crossings, or areas where debris
accumulates.
Slope Hazards
16.14 Development Permit Area 3: Open Slope Failure and Rockfalls
Potential for open slope failures in the Roberts Creek OCP were identified where
there are areas of moderately steep and steep terrain. Potential landslide impact
areas were only estimated for slopes of 10 m in height or greater. Impact areas
were estimated based on the landslide travel angle details. Open slope crests where
initiation of a landslide may occur (bluffs higher than 10 m) are delineated in the
DPA map. Landslide risk assessments will be required within DPA 3.
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Different hazards have been identified within the general category of “steep slope
hazards”; applications for subdivision, building permit or land alteration shall include
a report from an appropriately qualified professional.
Within the OCP area, there are no extensive, tall rock bluff areas that present a
significant rockfall hazard. However, there are small, isolated steep areas that
consist of low rock hummocks projecting from surficial material cover. These areas
present a low hazard and have not been specifically mapped.
Areas of potential rockfall hazard coincide with the open slope failure areas
delineated for DPA 3. Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of
instability and changes in stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The
down-slope impact of forest clearing and land development shall also be considered.
A report within DPA 3 shall include the following:

L.

(a)

Slope profiles with documentation of the limits of slope instability.
Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of instability and changes
in stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The down-slope impact of
forest clearing and land development shall also be considered;

(b)

A detailed stability assessment indicating foreseeable slope failure modes and
limiting factors of safety, and stability during seismic events;

(c)

An assessment of shallow groundwater conditions and the anticipated effects
of septic systems, footing drains, etc. on local slope stability;

(d)

A recommendation of required setbacks from the crests and/or toes of steep
slopes, and a demonstration of suitability for the proposed use;

(e)

A field definition of the required setback from the top of steep slope;

(f)

Appropriate land use recommendations such as restrictions on tree cutting,
surface drainage, filling and excavation; and

(g)

If required, definition of the site-specific rock fall shadow area, including an
indication of the appropriate buffer zone and required protective works.”

Amend the following references to development permit areas throughout the OCP as
follows:
1.

Policy 6.1.2 – “Development Permit Area 6 (ROBERTS CREEK VILLAGE
COMMERCIAL CORE AREA)” to “Development Permit Area 7 (Roberts Creek Village
Commercial Core Area)”

2.

Policy 6.1.3 – “Development Permit Areas 6 (Roberts Creek Village Core Area)” to
“Development Permit Area 7 (Roberts Creek Village Commercial Core Area)”
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3.

Policy 9.5.15 – “Development Permit Area 7” to “Development Permit Area 7:
Agricultural Buffering”

4.

Policy 12.4 – “Development Permit Area (Stream Habitat)” to “Development Permit
Area 4: Stream Riparian Assessment Areas”

5.

Policy 16.3 xiii – “ DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA 4: ROBERTS CREEK
SHORELINE” to “Development Permit Area 5: Roberts Creek Shoreline”

6.

Policy 16.3 xiv – DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA 4: ROBERTS CREEK
SHORELINE” to “Development Permit Area 5: Roberts Creek Shoreline”
and
“Policy DPA4” to “DPA 5”

7.

Policy 16.3 xv – “DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA 6: ROBERTS CREEK
VILLAGE COMMERCIAL CORE AREA” to “Development Permit Area 7 (Roberts
Creek Village Commercial Core Area)”

8.

Page 78, first sentence – “DPA 1” to “DPA 4”

9.

Page 78, first sentence after JUSTIFICATION – “DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA 1:
STREAM RIPARIAN ASSESSMENT AREAS” to “Development Permit Area 4:
Stream Riparian Assessment Areas”

10.

Page 78, JUSTIFICATION (b) – “Development Permit Area 1” to “Development Permit
Area 4”

11.

Page 89, first sentence – “DPA4 is shown on Map 5” to “DPA 5 is shown on Map 5”

12.

Page 89, first sentence after JUSTIFICATION – “DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA 4:
ROBERTS CREEK SHORELINE” to “Development Permit Area 5: Roberts Creek
Shoreline”

13.

Page 89, second sentence after JUSTIFICATION – “DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA
4: ROBERTS CREEK SHORELINE” to “DPA 5”

14.

Page 91, first sentence – “DPA5 is shown on Map 5” to “DPA 6 is shown on Map 5”

15.

Page 91, first sentence after JUSTIFICATION – “DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA 5:
MULTI‐FAMILY/CLUSTER HOUSING DEVELOPMENT” to “Development
Permit Area 6: Multi-Family/Cluster Housing Development”

16.

Page 94, first sentence – “DPA6 is shown on Map 5” to “DPA 7 is shown on Map 5”

17.

Page 94, first sentence after JUSTIFICATION – “DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREA 6:
ROBERTS CREEK VILLAGE COMMERCIAL CORE AREA” to “Development
Permit Area 6: Roberts Creek Village Commercial Core Area”

18.

Page 94, first sentence after APPLICATION OF GUIDELINES – “Development Permit
Area No. 6” to “DPA 7”

19.

Page 100, first sentence – “DPA5 is shown on Map 7” to “DPA 8 is shown on Map 5”
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20.

Page 100, first sentence after Description – “Development Permit Area 7” to
“Development Permit Area 8”

21.

Page 100, second sentence after Description – “Development Permit Area 7:
Agricultural Buffering” to “DPA 8”

22.

Page 100, first sentence after Guidelines – “Development Permit Area 7” to “DPA 8”

23.

Policy 17.9 b – “such as DPA 5” to “such as “DPA 6”

24.

Policy 17.15 4 a) – “Development Permit Area 15: Riparian Assessment Areas” to
“Development Permit Area 4: Stream Riparian Assessment Areas”

Delete Map 5 and replace it with Map 5 shown in Appendix A to this bylaw.

PART C - ADOPTION
PURSUANT TO SECTION 879 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT CONSULTATION
REQUIREMENTS CONSIDERED this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A FIRST TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A SECOND TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

CONSIDERED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
FINANCIAL PLAN AND ANY APPLICABLE WASTE
MANAGEMENT PLANS PURSUANT TO
SECTION 882 OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A THIRD TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

APPROVED PURSUANT TO Section 52 of
THE TRANSPORTATION ACT this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

ADOPTED this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

Corporate Officer
Chair
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 600.6
A bylaw to amend the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 600.6, 2015".
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled, enacts as
follows:
PART A - CITATION
1.

This bylaw may be cited as the "Elphinstone Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 600.6, 2015".

PART B – AMENDMENT
2.

Elphinstone Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 600, 2007 is hereby amended as follows:
A.

Delete the first paragraph of the preamble to Part B-1

B.

Insert the following preamble to Part B-1:
“The planning for Elphinstone accounts for the natural carrying capacity of the Plan Area
based on analysis of soil capacity for septic disposal, hydrology, geotechnical hazards and
environmentally sensitive lands. Information was obtained from many sources including
the 2004 Elphinstone Official Community Plan Review Technical Background Update, and
the 2003 Sunshine Coast Sensitive Ecosystem Inventory.
In 2012 and 2013 Kerr Wood Leidel Associates Ltd. Consulting Engineers (KWL)
conducted an inventory of hazardous lands within the Elphinstone electoral area
including creek flow areas and coastal and open slopes. In addition to the inventory of
hazardous lands, KWL provided recommendations on the safe use of these lands.
Information from these documents has been used to shape the land use designations
detailed in Parts B-2 to B-12. Specific regulations concerning protection of the local natural
environment are included within the following policies on development permit areas.
While Development Permit Area Nos. 1 to 4 regulate the development of land for the
protection of the natural environment and to mitigate hazards, Development Permit Area
(DPA) Nos. 5 and 6 provide design guidelines that give direction on the form and character
of commercial and multiple-family development. The DPA Nos. 5 and 6 design guidelines
are not based on one specific architectural design theme, but emphasize the creation of a
village environment over strip highway commercial development. The intent of the design
guidelines is to allow flexibility, yet achieve designs which support a socially and
economically viable neighbourhood.
Development Permit Areas cannot regulate density, land use, or building size. The land
use designations in Parts B-2 to B-12 of this OCP provide direction on the future zoning of
land that provides the detailed day-to-day regulation of land use, density and building size
and siting. The Low-Impact Development Servicing policies in Part C-3 are designed to
provide guidance on future development and servicing policies and requirements that the
Regional District should adopt to assist with the vision of creating a diversified sustainable
community.
There may be spatial overlap between some DPA categories.”
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Amend the following references to development permit areas throughout the OCP as
follows:
1.

In B-1.1 part 1, replace “Development Permit Area Nos. 1 and 2.” with
“Development Permit Area Nos. 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 2C, 2D and 3.”

2.

In B-1.1 part 2, replace “Development Permit Area No. 3.” with “Development
Permit Area No. 4.”

3.

In B-1.1 part 1, replace “Development Permit Area Nos. 4, 5 and 6.” with
“Development Permit Area Nos. 5, 6 and 7.”

4.

In Policy B-1.5, header, replace “Development Permit Area No. 3” with
“Development Permit Area No. 4”

5.

In Policy B-1.5, part 1 (a), replace “DPA No. 3” with “DPA No. 4”

6.

In Policy B-1.6, header, replace “Development Permit Area Nos. 4, 5 and 6” with
“Development Permit Area Nos. 5 and 6.”

7.

In Policy B-1.6, part 2, header and first paragraph, delete “4, 5 and 6” and replace
with “5 and 6”

8.

Delete Policy B-1.6, part 3

9.

Delete Policy B-1.6, part 4

Policy B-1.6, delete the following:
“(a) Development Permit Area No. 4 Highway 101 Commercial Industrial Mixed-Use
This development permit area applies to the Commercial Industrial Mixed-Use land use
designation. The objective of the designation is to achieve a higher quality of design
which emphasizes a West-Coast village commercial environment adjacent to upper
Gibsons. Although outside the town's boundary, Development Permit Area No. 4 is the
perceived gateway to the upper Gibsons commercial district at Highway 101 and Pratt
Road.”

E.

Renumber Policies B-1.5 to B-1.11 as B-1.11 to B-1.17;

F.

Delete Policy B-1.2 part 2 and replace with the following
“2. Development permits shall be required prior to: the subdivision of land;
commencement of the construction or addition to a building or other structure; or
alteration of land within Development Permit Areas Nos. 1 to 4 indicated on Map 2
and any un-mapped streams as set out under Development Permit Area No.4,
except where the following exemptions apply:
a.

For DPA 1A, DPA 1B, DPA 2A, DPA 2B, DPA 2C, DPA 2 D and DPA 3, “Low
Importance” structures, as defined in the BC Building Code: Buildings that
represent a low direct or indirect hazard to human life in the event of failure,
including: low human-occupancy buildings, where it can be shown that
collapse is not likely to cause injury or other serious consequences, or minor
storage buildings.
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b.

where a development has been approved but not yet built (for “protection of
the natural environment, its ecosystems and biological diversity” only);

c.

The proposed construction involves a structural change, addition or renovation
to existing conforming or lawfully non-conforming buildings or structures
provided that the footprint of the building or structure is not expanded and
provided that it does not involve any alteration of land.

d.

The planting of native trees, shrubs, or groundcovers for the purpose of
enhancing the habitat values and/or soil stability within the development
permit area.

e.

A subdivision where an existing registered covenant or proposed covenant
with reference plan based on a qualified professional’s review, relating to
the protection of the environment or hazardous conditions outlined in the
subject development permit area, is registered on title or its registration
secured by a solicitor’s undertaking.

f.

Immediate threats to life and property provided they are undertaken in
accordance with the provincial Water Act and Wildlife Act and the Federal
Fisheries Act, and are reported to the Regional District.

g.

Emergency procedures to prevent, control or reduce erosion, or other
immediate threats to life and property provided they are undertaken in
accordance with the provincial Water Act and Wildlife Act and the Federal
Fisheries Act, and are reported to the Regional District.

h.

The lands are subject to the Forest Act or Private Managed Forest Land Act;
and

i.

The lands are to be used for ‘farm operation’ as defined by the Farm Practices
Protection Act (for protection of the natural environment, its ecosystems and
biological diversity only).

j.

The removal of 2 trees over 20 centimetre diameter breast height or 10
square metres of vegetated area of per calendar year per lot, provided there
is replanting of 4 trees or re-vegetation of the same amount of clearing.”

Delete Policy B-1.3 Development Permit Area No. 1 Beach Front and Ravine/CreekEroded Slopes and insert the following

“Protection of Development from Hazardous Conditions
Coastal zone hazards include flooding of lower-lying terrain (DPA 1A) and erosion and
instability of oceanfront slope (DPA 1B). Provincial Guidelines prepared by Ausenco
Sandwell in 2011 establish the flood control guidelines and are further described
below.
Creek hazards include flooding (DPA 2A), debris floods (DPA 2B), debris flow (DPA 2C)
and slope instability associated with ravine sidewalls (DPA 2D). There are three
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categories within this DPA: creek corridor, ravines, and floodplain. Creeks in the
Elphinstone OCP area were examined by the Kerr Wood Leidel consulting engineers;
each creek contains its own set of potential hazards.
Slope hazards (DPA 3) include slope failure/landslides and rock falls. It is important to
note that this DPA encompasses areas in the OCP where slope hazards have the
highest probability to occur. However, slope hazards may occur in other areas not
identified here due to changes in land use, land disturbance or extreme precipitation
events.
Seismic-initiated slope hazards (earthquakes) need to be considered under the current
guidelines for assessment of slope hazards developed by the Association of
Professional Engineers and Geoscientists BC (2008). No map-based screening tool is
currently available to identify seismic slope hazard areas and therefore is not a
Development Permit area.
Coastal Zone Hazards
B-1.3 Development Permit Area 1A: Coastal Flooding
Rising sea level has been considered in the development of DPA 1A, but the impact
of sea level rise on ocean slope erosion and stability is difficult to anticipate.
Consideration should be given to a regional study to define future coastal flood
construction levels incorporating sea level rise.
DPA 1A extends from the ocean to eight metres Canadian Geodetic Datum (CGD national reference standard for heights across Canada). Within this DPA,
development applications require a coastal flood hazard assessment to define the
coastal flood components, namely wave runup, wave setup and wind setup.
Guidelines to address coastal flood hazard and sea level rise have been released by
the provincial Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. The
guidelines define the coastal flood construction level (FCL) as the sum of a number
of components, such as tide, sea level rise, storm surge, wave effects and freeboard.
A coastal flood hazard assessment within this development permit area would
estimate the FCL for construction on a property. The following chart summarises
the components that make up the flood construction level:
Component

Note

Tide

Higher high water large tide

Sea Level Rise

Recommended allowance for global sea level rise: 1 m
for year 2100, 2 m for year 2200

Storm Surge

Estimated storm surge associated with design storm
event
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Wave Effects

50% of estimated wave run up for assumed design storm
event. Wave effect varies based on shoreline geometry
and composition

Freeboard

Nominal allowance = 0.6 m

Flood Construction Level = Sum of all components.
If areas on the property are below 8 metres CGD a coastal flood hazard assessment
is required, that would include: estimation of coastal flood levels, consideration of
future sea level rise and wave run-up effects as outlined in the Provincial Guidelines.
A report within DPA 1A shall include an analysis of the coastal flood hazard including
the following:
(a)

An estimation of coastal flood levels for the expected life of the development;
and

(b)

An outline all protective measures required to achieve the FCL (e.g.
engineered fill or foundations or coastal bank protection or building envelope
design).

B-1.4 Development Permit Area 1B: Coastal Slopes
Slope stability issues on oceanfront slopes has been considered in the development
of the Coastal Slopes DPA 1B. Hazards may arise as a result of coastal erosion (e.g.
undermining of the toe), poor or mismanaged drainage, gradual weakening, or
seismic shaking.
Land is located within DPA 1B if the future estimated natural boundary is located 15
metres or less seaward of the toe of the bluff. If this is the case then the assessment
area shall extend from the future estimated natural boundary will be located at a
horizontal distance of at least 3 times the height of the bluff.
In some conditions, setbacks may require site-specific interpretation and could
result in the use of a minimum distance measured back from the crest of the bluff.
The setback may be modified provided the modification is supported by a report,
giving consideration to the coastal erosion that may occur over the life of the
project, prepared by a suitably qualified professional engineer.
A report within DPA 1B shall include the following:
(a)

Slope profiles with documentation of the limits of slope instability.
Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of instability and changes
in stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The down-slope impact of
land alteration and development shall also be considered. As well, slope
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stability assessments should consider potential coastal erosion under
conditions of future sea level rise;
(b)

A detailed stability assessment indicating foreseeable slope failure modes and
limiting factors of safety, and stability during seismic events;

(c)

An assessment of shallow groundwater conditions and the anticipated effects
of septic systems and footing drains on local slope stability;

(d)

A recommendation of required setbacks based on slope height, erosion
susceptibility, and stability from the crest of steep slopes, and a demonstration
of suitability for the proposed use;

(e)

If required, definition of the site-specific rock fall shadow area, including an
indication of the appropriate buffer zone and required protective works; and

(f)

Appropriate land use recommendations such as restrictions on tree cutting,
surface drainage, filling and excavation.

Creek Hazards
B-1.5 Development Permit Area 2A: Creek Corridor
DPA 2A applies to all creeks and extends 30 metres from the streamside natural
boundary. Flood, debris flow and debris flow hazard assessments will be required
within this development permit area. Riparian assessments, as described below in
DPA 4 are also required.
A development permit in DPA 2A shall include a review of the property by an
appropriately qualified Professional Engineer or Professional Geoscientist as part of
a development permit review process. The report shall include an analysis of the
land located within the development permit area as well as an analysis of the
proposed developments including, but not limited to, building footprint, septic field
and land alteration, including tree removal.
Flooding and associated creek processes are subject to assessment and hydrologic
investigation at the time of subdivision or building permit or land alteration
application. The assessment and investigation shall include a survey of the natural
boundary of the creek, and the degree of confinement (e.g. typical cross-sections)
and shall consider upstream channels and floodways, debris dams, culverts, sources
of debris (channels and eroded banks) and related hydrologic features.
Analysis shall include an estimate of the 200-year return period peak flow and
corresponding flood elevation. In addition, consideration shall be given to potential
for overbank flooding due to blockages in the creek, such as at upstream road
crossings, or areas where debris accumulates.
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B-1.6 Development Permit Area 2B: Ravines
Ravine areas were defined using the crest lines mapped in the SCRD GIS mapping
and based on consideration of stable angles of repose and the typical terrain seen
on the Sunshine Coast. A 30 metre assessment from ravine crests defines the area
that falls within DPA 2B. A 15 metre assessment line is also indicated.
A report within DPA 2B shall include the following:
(a)

A recommendation of required setbacks from the crests and/or toes of ravine
or other steep slopes, and a demonstration of suitability for the proposed use;

(b)

A field definition of the required setback from the top of a ravine or other
steep slope; and

(c)

The required setback to top of bank and recommendations relating to
construction design requirements for the above development activities, onsite storm water drainage management and other appropriate land use
recommendations.

B-1.7 Development Permit Area 2C: Floodplain
Floodplain areas are distinguished from the creek/river corridor based on their
spatial extent. The creek corridor flood hazard applies to relatively well-confined
creeks while DPA 2C applies where there is a large area of low-lying land susceptible
to flooding located adjacent to watercourses, which is not captured in DPA 2A.
Flood and erosion hazard assessment will be required within DPA 2C. The report
requirements are set out in Policy B-1.9
B-1.8 Development Permit Area 2D: Low Channel Confinement
DPA 2D delineates alluvial fans or areas of low channel confinement. These may
exist at several locations on a single creek, although typically at the mouth. These
areas are either current or former deposition zones that provide opportunities for
channel avulsions (significant erosion) to occur.
Available air photographs and contour mapping were used to identify potential
areas of low channel confinement, which are included in DPA 2D. Flood and
erosion, and channel avulsion hazard assessment will be required within DPA 2D.
The report requirements are set out in Policy B-1.9.
B-1.9 A report within DPA 2C and 2D shall include the following:
(a)

A review of the property by an appropriately qualified Professional Engineer or
Professional Geoscientist;

(b)

An analysis of the land located within the development permit area as well as
an analysis of the proposed developments including, but not limited to,
building footprint, septic field and land alteration including tree removal;
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(c)

A hydrologic investigation and assessment of flooding and associated creek
processes at the time of subdivision or building permit or land alteration
application;

(d)

A survey of the natural boundary of the creek and degree of confinement (e.g.
typical cross-sections) and consideration of upstream channels and floodways,
debris dams, culverts, sources of debris (channels and eroded banks) and
related hydrologic features; and;

(e)

An estimate of the 200-year return period peak flow and corresponding flood
elevation.

In addition, consideration shall be given to potential for overbank flooding due to
creek blockages such as at upstream road crossings, or areas where debris
accumulates.
Slope Hazards
B-1.10

Development Permit Area 3: Open Slope Failure and Rockfalls

Potential for open slope failures in the Elphinstone OCP were identified where there
are areas of moderately steep and steep terrain. Potential landslide impact areas
were only estimated for slopes of 10 m in height or greater. Impact areas were
estimated based on the landslide travel angle details. Open slope crests where
initiation of a landslide may occur (bluffs higher than 10 m) are delineated in the
DPA map. Landslide risk assessments will be required within DPA 3.
Different hazards have been identified within the general category of “steep slope
hazards”; applications for subdivision, building permit or land alteration shall include
a report from an appropriately qualified professional.
Within the OCP area, there are no extensive, tall rock bluff areas that present a
significant rockfall hazard. However, there are small, isolated steep areas that
consist of low rock hummocks projecting from surficial material cover. These areas
present a low hazard and have not been specifically mapped.
Areas of potential rockfall hazard coincide with the open slope failure areas
delineated for DPA 3. Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of
instability and changes in stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The
down-slope impact of forest clearing and land development shall also be considered.
A report within DPA 3 shall include the following:
(a)

Slope profiles with documentation of the limits of slope instability.
Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of instability and changes
in stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The down-slope impact of
forest clearing and land development shall also be considered;
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(b)

A detailed stability assessment indicating foreseeable slope failure modes and
limiting factors of safety, and stability during seismic events;

(c)

An assessment of shallow groundwater conditions and the anticipated effects
of septic systems, footing drains, etc. on local slope stability;

(d)

A recommendation of required setbacks from the crests and/or toes of steep
slopes, and a demonstration of suitability for the proposed use;

(e)

A field definition of the required setback from the top of steep slope;

(f)

Appropriate land use recommendations such as restrictions on tree cutting,
surface drainage, filling and excavation; and

(g)

If required, definition of the site-specific rock fall shadow area, including an
indication of the appropriate buffer zone and required protective works.”

Delete Map 2 and replace with Map 2 shown in Appendix A to this bylaw.

PART C - ADOPTION
PURSUANT TO SECTION 879 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT CONSULTATION
REQUIREMENTS CONSIDERED this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A FIRST TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A SECOND TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

CONSIDERED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
FINANCIAL PLAN AND ANY APPLICABLE WASTE
MANAGEMENT PLANS PURSUANT TO
SECTION 882 OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A THIRD TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

APPROVED PURSUANT TO Section 52 of
THE TRANSPORTATION ACT this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

ADOPTED this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

Corporate Officer
Chair
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
ZONING AMENDMENT BYLAW No. 640.1
A bylaw to amend the "Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 640.1, 2015".
The Board of Directors of the Sunshine Coast Regional District, in open meeting assembled, enacts as
follows:
PART A - CITATION
1.

This bylaw may be cited as the "West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 640.1,
2015".

PART B – AMENDMENT
2.

West Howe Sound Official Community Plan Bylaw No. 640, 2011 is hereby amended as follows:
A.

B.

11.1 Introductory Description, page 99 – insert “9. 2013 The Geotechnical Hazards Report:
West Howe Sound”

11.1 Introductory Description, page 100 – delete
“Development Permit Area Nos. 1 and 2 regulate the development of land for the
protection of construction and to mitigate potential hazards from creek flooding and debris
flow as well as land stability on steep slopes.”
and insert the following:
“Development Permit Area Nos. 1A-B, 2A-D and 3;
In 2012 and 2013 Kerr Wood Leidel Associates Ltd. Consulting Engineers (KWL)
conducted an inventory of hazardous lands within the West Howe Sound Official
Community Plan area including creek flow areas and coastal and open slopes. In
addition to the inventory of hazardous lands, KWL provided recommendations on the
safe use of these lands.
Coastal zone hazards include flooding of lower-lying terrain (DPA 1A) and erosion and
instability of oceanfront slopes (DPA 1B). Provincial Guidelines prepared by Ausenco
Sandwell in 2011 establish the flood control guidelines and are further described below.
Creek hazards include flooding (DPA 2A), debris floods (DPA 2B), debris flow (DPA 2C)
and slope instability associated with ravine sidewalls (DPA 2D). There are three categories
within this DPA: creek corridor, ravines, and floodplain. Creeks in the West Howe Sound
OCP area were examined by the Kerr Wood Leidel consulting engineers; each creek
contains its own set of potential hazards.
Slope hazards (DPA 3) include slope failure/landslides and rock falls. It is important to
note that this DPA encompasses areas in the OCP where slope hazards have the highest
probability to occur. However, slope hazards may occur in other areas not identified here
due to changes in land use, land disturbance or extreme precipitation events.
Seismic-initiated slope hazards (earthquakes) need to be considered under the current
guidelines for assessment of slope hazards developed by the Association of Professional
Engineers and Geoscientists BC (2008). No map-based screening tool is currently
available to identify seismic slope hazard areas and therefore is not a Development Permit
area. “
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11.1 Introductory Description, page 100 – amend the development permit area numbers to
read:
Development Permit Area Nos. 4, 5 and 6;
Development Permit Area No. 7;
Development Permit Area No. 8;

D.

11.1 Introductory Description, page 100 - insert the following before the last sentence:
“There may be spatial overlap between some DPA categories.”

E.

Title, Page 101 – delete “: DPA 1 & 2”

F.

Delete Policy 11.2

G.

Delete Policy 11.3

H.

Page 101, Insert the following after the title:
“11.2

A development permit on lands identified on Map 2 as being within DPA Nos.
1A-B, 2A-D and 3 is required for the following activities:


Subdivision as defined in the Land Title Act and Strata Property Act;



Building permits; and



Land alteration, which includes, but is not limited to, the removal and
deposition of soils and aggregates, paving, removal of trees, and the
installation of septic fields.

Coastal Zone Hazards
11.3 Development Permit Area 1A: Coastal Flooding
Rising sea level has been considered in the development of DPA 1A, but the impact
of sea level rise on ocean slope erosion and stability is difficult to anticipate.
Consideration should be given to a regional study to define future coastal flood
construction levels incorporating sea level rise.
DPA 1A extends from the ocean to eight metres Canadian Geodetic Datum (CGD national reference standard for heights across Canada). Within this DPA,
development applications require a coastal flood hazard assessment to define the
coastal flood components, namely wave runup, wave setup and wind setup.
Guidelines to address coastal flood hazard and sea level rise have been released by
the provincial Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations. The
guidelines define the coastal flood construction level (FCL) as the sum of a number
of components, such as tide, sea level rise, storm surge, wave effects and freeboard.
A coastal flood hazard assessment within this development permit area would
estimate the FCL for construction on a property. The following chart summarises the
components that make up the flood construction level:
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Component

Note

Tide

Higher high water large tide

Sea Level Rise

Recommended allowance for global sea level rise: 1 m
for year 2100, 2 m for year 2200

Storm Surge

Estimated storm surge associated with design storm event

Wave Effects

50% of estimated wave run up for assumed design storm
event. Wave effect varies based on shoreline geometry
and composition

Freeboard

Nominal allowance = 0.6 m

Flood Construction Level = Sum of all components.
If areas on the property are below 8 metres CGD a coastal flood hazard assessment is
required, that would include: estimation of coastal flood levels, consideration of
future sea level rise and wave run-up effects as outlined in the Provincial Guidelines.
A report within DPA 1A shall include an analysis of the coastal flood hazard
including the following:
(a)

An estimation of coastal flood levels for the expected life of the development;
and

(b)

An outline all protective measures required to achieve the FCL (e.g. engineered
fill or foundations or coastal bank protection or building envelope design).

11.4 Development Permit Area 1B: Coastal Slopes
Slope stability issues on oceanfront slopes has been considered in the development of
the Coastal Slopes DPA 1B. Hazards may arise as a result of coastal erosion (e.g.
undermining of the toe), poor or mismanaged drainage, gradual weakening, or
seismic shaking.
Land is located within DPA 1B if the future estimated natural boundary is located 15
metres or less seaward of the toe of the bluff. If this is the case then the assessment
area shall extend from the future estimated natural boundary will be located at a
horizontal distance of at least 3 times the height of the bluff.
In some conditions, setbacks may require site-specific interpretation and could result
in the use of a minimum distance measured back from the crest of the bluff. The
setback may be modified provided the modification is supported by a report, giving
consideration to the coastal erosion that may occur over the life of the project,
prepared by a suitably qualified professional engineer.
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A report within DPA 1B shall include the following:
(a)

Slope profiles with documentation of the limits of slope instability.
Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of instability and changes in
stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The down-slope impact of land
alteration and development shall also be considered. As well, slope stability
assessments should consider potential coastal erosion under conditions of future
sea level rise;

(b)

A detailed stability assessment indicating foreseeable slope failure modes and
limiting factors of safety, and stability during seismic events;

(c)

An assessment of shallow groundwater conditions and the anticipated effects of
septic systems and footing drains on local slope stability;

(d)

A recommendation of required setbacks based on slope height, erosion
susceptibility, and stability from the crest of steep slopes, and a demonstration
of suitability for the proposed use;

(e)

If required, definition of the site-specific rock fall shadow area, including an
indication of the appropriate buffer zone and required protective works; and

(f)

Appropriate land use recommendations such as restrictions on tree cutting,
surface drainage, filling and excavation.

Creek Hazards
11.5 Development Permit Area 2A: Creek Corridor
DPA 2A applies to all creeks and extends 30 metres from the streamside natural
boundary. Flood, debris flow and debris flow hazard assessments will be required
within this development permit area. Riparian assessments, as described below in
DPA 4 are also required.
A development permit in DPA 2A shall include a review of the property by an
appropriately qualified Professional Engineer or Professional Geoscientist as part of a
development permit review process. The report shall include an analysis of the land
located within the development permit area as well as an analysis of the proposed
developments including, but not limited to, building footprint, septic field and land
alteration, including tree removal.
Flooding and associated creek processes are subject to assessment and hydrologic
investigation at the time of subdivision or building permit or land alteration
application. The assessment and investigation shall include a survey of the natural
boundary of the creek, and the degree of confinement (e.g. typical cross-sections) and
shall consider upstream channels and floodways, debris dams, culverts, sources of
debris (channels and eroded banks) and related hydrologic features.
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Analysis shall include an estimate of the 200-year return period peak flow and
corresponding flood elevation. In addition, consideration shall be given to potential
for overbank flooding due to blockages in the creek, such as at upstream road
crossings, or areas where debris accumulates.
11.6 Development Permit Area 2B: Ravines
Ravine areas were defined using the crest lines mapped in the SCRD GIS mapping
and based on consideration of stable angles of repose and the typical terrain seen on
the Sunshine Coast. A 30 metre assessment from ravine crests defines the area that
falls within DPA 2B. A 15 metre assessment line is also indicated.
A report within DPA 2B shall include the following:
(a)

A recommendation of required setbacks from the crests and/or toes of ravine or
other steep slopes, and a demonstration of suitability for the proposed use;

(b)

A field definition of the required setback from the top of a ravine or other steep
slope; and

(c)

The required setback to top of bank and recommendations relating to
construction design requirements for the above development activities, on-site
storm water drainage management and other appropriate land use
recommendations.

11.7 Development Permit Area 2C: Floodplain
Floodplain areas are distinguished from the creek/river corridor based on their spatial
extent. The creek corridor flood hazard applies to relatively well-confined creeks
while DPA 2C applies where there is a large area of low-lying land susceptible to
flooding located adjacent to watercourses, which is not captured in DPA 2A. Flood
and erosion hazard assessment will be required within DPA 2C. The report
requirements are set out in Policy 16.13.
11.8 Development Permit Area 2D: Low Channel Confinement
DPA 2D delineates alluvial fans or areas of low channel confinement. These may
exist at several locations on a single creek, although typically at the mouth. These
areas are either current or former deposition zones that provide opportunities for
channel avulsions (significant erosion) to occur.
Available air photographs and contour mapping were used to identify potential areas
of low channel confinement, which are included in DPA 2D. Flood and erosion, and
channel avulsion hazard assessment will be required within DPA 2D. The report
requirements are set out in Policy 16.13.
11.9 A report within DPA, 2C and 2D shall include the following:
(a)

A review of the property by an appropriately qualified Professional Engineer or
Professional Geoscientist;
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(b)

An analysis of the land located within the development permit area as well as
an analysis of the proposed developments including, but not limited to, building
footprint, septic field and land alteration including tree removal;

(c)

A hydrologic investigation and assessment of flooding and associated creek
processes at the time of subdivision or building permit or land alteration
application;

(d)

A survey of the natural boundary of the creek and degree of confinement (e.g.
typical cross-sections) and consideration of upstream channels and floodways,
debris dams, culverts, sources of debris (channels and eroded banks) and related
hydrologic features; and;

(e)

An estimate of the 200-year return period peak flow and corresponding flood
elevation.

In addition, consideration shall be given to potential for overbank flooding due to
creek blockages such as at upstream road crossings, or areas where debris
accumulates.
Slope Hazards
11.10

Development Permit Area 3: Open Slope Failure and Rockfalls
Potential for open slope failures in the West Howe Sound OCP were identified where
there are areas of moderately steep and steep terrain. Potential landslide impact areas
were only estimated for slopes of 10 m in height or greater. Impact areas were
estimated based on the landslide travel angle details. Open slope crests where
initiation of a landslide may occur (bluffs higher than 10 m) are delineated in the
DPA map. Landslide risk assessments will be required within DPA 3.
Different hazards have been identified within the general category of “steep slope
hazards”; applications for subdivision, building permit or land alteration shall include
a report from an appropriately qualified professional.
Within the OCP area, there are no extensive, tall rock bluff areas that present a
significant rockfall hazard. However, there are small, isolated steep areas that consist
of low rock hummocks projecting from surficial material cover. These areas present a
low hazard and have not been specifically mapped.
Areas of potential rockfall hazard coincide with the open slope failure areas
delineated for DPA 3. Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of
instability and changes in stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The downslope impact of forest clearing and land development shall also be considered.
A report within DPA 3 shall include the following:
(a)

Slope profiles with documentation of the limits of slope instability.
Consideration shall be given to the limits and types of instability and changes in
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stability that may be induced by forest clearing. The down-slope impact of
forest clearing and land development shall also be considered;
(b)

A detailed stability assessment indicating foreseeable slope failure modes and
limiting factors of safety, and stability during seismic events;

(c)

An assessment of shallow groundwater conditions and the anticipated effects of
septic systems, footing drains, etc. on local slope stability;

(d)

A recommendation of required setbacks from the crests and/or toes of steep
slopes, and a demonstration of suitability for the proposed use;

(e)

A field definition of the required setback from the top of steep slope;

(f)

Appropriate land use recommendations such as restrictions on tree cutting,
surface drainage, filling and excavation; and

(g)

If required, definition of the site-specific rock fall shadow area, including an
indication of the appropriate buffer zone and required protective works.

Exemptions to Development Permits for Hazardous Conditions
11.11

Development permits shall be required prior to: the subdivision of land;
commencement of the construction or addition to a building or other structure; or
alteration of land within Development Permit Areas Nos. 1A-B, 2A-D and 3
indicated on Map 2, with the exception of the following circumstances:


For “Low Importance” structures, as defined in the BC Building Code:
Buildings that represent a low direct or indirect hazard to human life in the
event of failure, including: low human-occupancy buildings, where it can be
shown that collapse is not likely to cause injury or other serious consequences,
or minor storage buildings.



The proposed construction involves a structural change, addition, or renovation
to existing conforming or lawfully non-conforming buildings or structures,
provided that the footprint of the building or structure is not expanded and
provided that it does not involve any alteration of land;



The planting of native trees, shrubs, or groundcovers for the purpose of
enhancing the habitat values and/or soil stability within the development permit
area;



A subdivision or rezoning application, where an existing registered covenant or
proposed covenant with reference plan based on a qualified professional’s
review, relating to the protection of the environment or hazardous conditions
outlined in the subject development permit area, is registered on title or its
registration secured by a solicitor’s undertaking;



Immediate threats to life and property, provided they are undertaken in
accordance with the provincial Water Act, Wildlife Act, and the Federal
Fisheries Act, and are reported to the Regional District;
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Emergency procedures to prevent, control, or reduce erosion, or other
immediate threats to life and property provided they are undertaken in
accordance with the provincial Water Act, Wildlife Act, and the Federal
Fisheries Act, and are reported to the Regional District; and



The lands are subject to the Forest Act or Private Managed Forest Land Act;
and



The removal of 2 trees over 20 centimetres, measured at 1.5 metres in height, or
10 square metres of vegetated area per calendar year per lot, provided there is
replanting of 4 trees, or re-vegetation of the same amount of clearing.

I.

Page 108, Title – delete “DPA 3, 4 & 5” and replace with “DPA 4, 5 & 6”;

J.

Page 108, Sub-title – delete “11.4 Development Permit Area 3” and replace with “11.12
Development Permit Area 4”;

K.

Page 108, Description, middle of first sentence – delete “Development Permit Area 3” and
replace with “Development Permit Area 4”;

L.

Page 109, - delete:
“2. All other streams, whether mapped or unmapped, are also designated as
Development Permit Area 3 as fish and/or fish habitat may be present, or they may
flow into a water body that provides fish habitat.
A development permit on lands identified as being within DPA 2 is required for the
following activities:”
and replace with:
“2. All other streams, whether mapped or unmapped, are also designated as
Development Permit Area 4 as fish and/or fish habitat may be present, or they may
flow into a water body that provides fish habitat.
A development permit on lands identified as being within DPA 4 is required for the
following activities:”

M.

Page 110 – delete:

“DPA 3 Exemptions: Development permits shall be required prior to: the
subdivision of land, commencement of the construction or addition to a building or
other structure, or alteration of land within Development Permit Area 3 indicated on
Map 2, with the exception of the following circumstances:”
and replace with:

“DPA 4 Exemptions: Development permits shall be required prior to: the
subdivision of land, commencement of the construction or addition to a building or
other structure, or alteration of land within Development Permit Area 4 indicated on
Map 2, with the exception of the following circumstances:”
N.

Page 112, Sub-title – delete “11.5 Development Permit Area 4” and replace with “11.13
Development Permit Area 5”;
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O.

Page 112, Description, first, second and third paragraphs – delete “DPA 4” and
“Development Permit Area 4” and replace with “DPA 5” and “Development Permit Area
5” as appropriate;

P.

Page 112, Description, last sentence – delete “DPAs 1 and 3” and replace with “DPAs 2AD and 4”;

Q.

Page 114, – delete:

“DPA 4 Exemptions: Development permits shall be required prior to: the
subdivision of land, commencement of the construction or addition to a building or
other structure, or alteration of land within Development Permit Area 4 indicated on
Map 2, with the exception of the following circumstances:”
and replace with:

“DPA 5 Exemptions: Development permits shall be required prior to: the
subdivision of land, commencement of the construction or addition to a building or
other structure, or alteration of land within Development Permit Area 5 indicated on
Map 2, with the exception of the following circumstances:”
R.

Page 115, Sub-title – delete “11.6 Development Permit Area 4” and replace with “11.14
Development Permit Area 5”;

S.

Page 115, Description, first, second and fifth paragraphs – delete “DPA 5” and
“Development Permit Area 5” and replace with “DPA 6” and “Development Permit Area
6” as appropriate;

T.

Page 116, delete:

“DPA 5 Exemptions: Development permits shall be required prior to the
subdivision of land, commencement of the construction or addition to a building or
other structure, or alteration of land within Development Permit Area 5, as indicated
on Map 2, with the exceptions:”
and replace with:

“DPA 6 Exemptions: Development permits shall be required prior to the
subdivision of land, commencement of the construction or addition to a building or
other structure, or alteration of land within Development Permit Area 6, as indicated
on Map 2, with the exceptions:”
U.

Page 118, Sub-title – delete “11.7 Development Permit Area 6” and replace with “11.15
Development Permit Area 7”

V.

Page 118, Description, third paragraphs– delete “Development Permit Area 6” and
replace with “Development Permit Area 7”;

W.

Page 118, Guidelines, first sentence– delete “Development Permit Area 6” and replace
with “Development Permit Area 7”;

X.

Page 119 - delete “DPA 6 Exemptions” and replace with “DPA 7 Exemptions”
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Y.

Page 120, sub-title – replace “11.8 Development Permit Area 7:” and replace with “11.16
Development Permit Area 8:”;

Z.

Page 120, Description – delete “DPA 7” and replace with “DPA 8”;

AA. Page 120, Guidelines – delete “DPA 7” and replace with “DPA 8”;
BB. Page 122, Energy Efficiency, third point – delete “Development Permit Area No. 7” and
replace with “ Development Permit Area No. 8”;
CC. Page 122, sub-title - delete “DPA 7 Exemptions” and replace with “DPA 8 Exemptions”;
DD. Amend the following references to development permit areas throughout the OCP as
follows:
i.

Update Table of Contents, section 11;

ii.

Page 48 - delete first paragraph and replace with:
“The applicable Development Permit Areas (DPA) within the Neighbourhood
Village Centre designation are DPA Nos. 2A-D,: Creek Hazards, DPA 4:
Stream Riparian Assessment Areas, Development Permit Area 5: Aquifer and
Watershed Protection, and Development Permit Area 7: Residential
Agricultural Buffering.”;

iii.

Page 48 – delete “DPA 1 & 3” and replace with “DPA 2A-D & 4”;

iv.

Page 48 – delete “DPA 4” and replace with “DPA 5”;

v.

Page 48 – delete “DPA 6” and replace with “DPA 7”;

EE. Delete Map 2 and replace it with Map 2 shown in Appendix A to this bylaw.
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PART C - ADOPTION
PURSUANT TO SECTION 879 OF THE LOCAL
GOVERNMENT ACT CONSULTATION
REQUIREMENTS CONSIDERED this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A FIRST TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A SECOND TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

CONSIDERED IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
FINANCIAL PLAN AND ANY APPLICABLE WASTE
MANAGEMENT PLANS PURSUANT TO
SECTION 882 OF THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

PUBLIC HEARING HELD PURSUANT TO
THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

READ A THIRD TIME this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

APPROVED PURSUANT TO Section 52 of
THE TRANSPORTATION ACT this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

ADOPTED this

DAY OF

MONTH

YEAR

Corporate Officer
Chair
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ANNEX B
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June 4, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – June 11, 2015

FROM:

Andrew Allen, Senior Planner

RE:

Development Variance Permit Application No. 337.144 (Woznow)

RECOMMENDATION:
1. THAT the Planning and Development Committee report dated June 4, 2015 entitled
“Development Variance Permit Application No. 337.144 (Woznow)” be received
2. AND THAT Development Variance Permit No 337.144 (Woznow) to relax required
number of off-site parking spaces from 2 per proposed lot to as required by Section 518
of Sunshine Coast Regional District Zoning Bylaw No. 337, 1990 to 0 per proposed lot to
allow for a 2 lot subdivision of Lot 15 District Lot 1487 Group 1 New Westminster
District Plan LMP34416 be issued, subject to:
a. Receipt of referral comments from the shíshálh Nation and that any issues raised by
the shíshálh Nation be addressed;
b. Registration of a covenant on the existing parcel that requires a secure covenanted
parking agreement prior to the construction of a second dwelling on either
property after subdivision.

BACKGROUND
The SCRD received an application to vary Section 518 of Bylaw 337 (parking requirements) to permit a
proposed water access only 2-lot subdivision on Hardy Island. The variance request is to reduce the
required covenanted parking spaces from two per proposed lot to zero per proposed lot.

APPLICANT:
Ron Woznow
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Lot 15 District Lot 1487 Grp 1 New Westminster District Plan LMP34416
PID:
023-881-569
ELECTORAL AREA:
A
LOCATION:
414 Deep Bay Road, Hardy Island, BC
ZONE:
RU-2
SUBDIVISION DISTRICT: I (4 hectare minimum parcel size)
PROPOSED VARIANCE: To vary the on-site parking requirements as stipulated by Sections 518 (1)-(5)
from 2 covenanted off-site parking spaces per proposed lot to 0 per proposed
lot to permit a water access only 2-lot subdivision on Hardy Island.
PARCEL AREA:
21.9 hectares

Document ID: 4729
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The application was considered by the Board in February and was put on hold pending further
consideration of the parking issue and related covenants. The following is the related Board resolution
from February:
“AND THAT Development Variance Permit Application No. 337.144 be referred back to a future Planning
and Development Committee meeting after staff have investigated the potential for a covenant to be
placed on both proposed parcels that would require a new owner of a parcel to secure covenanted offsite parking.”

DISCUSSION
This application was originally considered by the Board in February where, as noted above, was deferred
pending further consideration pertaining to parking and covenant options. At that time there was
consultation with various stakeholders. The APC supported the notion of covenanted parking; the
shíshálh Nation has requested a preliminary field reconnaissance and the Powell River Regional District
supports the application. One letter from an adjacent owner has also been received. The responses
from the stakeholders are expanded upon in the following sub-sections.
Archaeological Concerns - During the original subdivision application a “no disturbance covenant” was
registered on the property related to archaeological site Borden Grid #DkSb-56. MOTI has requested
additional archaeological studies as part of the subdivision application, as noted in the subdivision
preliminary layout approval. The shíshálh Nation has requested a preliminary field reconnaissance be
conducted as part of the subdivision and variance review. While a registered site was protected during
the previous subdivision there is concern that on-going land alteration activities may be impacting the
protected site.
Adjacent Owner Comment – An email from an adjacent owner was received after notifications were
sent to nearby property owners. Comments do not pertain to the issue of relaxing the parking spaces,
but rather to the rock quarry that is on site and the concerns that the subdivision will expand the scale
of the activities of the rock quarry. An official complaint has not been received and it is not clear if this is
in fact a zoning bylaw infraction, it could be investigated in more detail independent of the subdivision
and development variance permit issuance. It does not seem as though there’s a direct link between
the subdivision and the expansion of the rock quarry. Further examination of this issue can occur
independent of this application.
Parking - The SCRD comments and conditions for the initial subdivision review identified the parking
requirements specified in Section 518 of Bylaw 337, and the applicant was advised to secure covenanted
parking at a nearby marina that would serve as a suitable access point. The applicant subsequently
contacted local facilities in the Powell River area to determine the availability of parking. In the past,
marinas in the Saltery Bay area had previously offered this kind of parking agreement in support of other
water-access only subdivisions. The marinas did indicate that parking is available and the applicant does
in fact have a moorage lease at once of the marinas. However, the operators did not wish to encumber
their property titles with covenants or easements and therefore a development variance permit
application was made to relax the provision of the bylaw which requires covenanted parking.
At the time of the initial application, the applicant supplied a letter from planning staff at the Powell
River Regional District (PRRD) indicating that it had no objection to parking at the marinas in the Saltery
Bay area. More recently a letter has also been submitted by the Board of the PRRD confirming that it has
no objection to the proposed subdivision and that it endorses the letter of comfort previously supplied
by the PRRD Planning Services Department.
The parking issue was also considered by the Area A APC who has requested the use of a covenant
registered against the subject property (on Hardy Island) that requires owners of these properties to
Document ID: 47295
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secure adequate off-site parking for their lots. The applicant has essentially applied to relax this
provision, however there can be conditions attached to the variance. In this case a covenant that
requires a parking lease or agreement to be registered when a building permit is applied for can be
considered a potential solution to the lack of parking at subdivision stage, or secure parking can be
delayed until such time that there is a request to construct a second dwelling on either property and
then a covenant to require secure parking could be requested.
This application differs from other recent water-access only subdivisions in Area A in that it is an island
with a multitude of potential access points many of which are located in the PRRD area. With lakefront
properties the number of public accesses is often finite and an increase in their user numbers can cause
immediate conflicts. In the case of Hardy Island potential residents could secure moorage and parking in
a number of locations, including Powell River or other areas further afield such as other areas on the
Sunshine Coast, Vancouver, Vancouver Island and even from within the United States.
At subdivision stage on a lake access property the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure will
require a parking and staging area, however on an ocean access subdivision the ministry is not as
particular about a staging area as it acknowledges that there are many access points rather than a single
marina or road-end. For this reason the Ministry does not oppose the variance application.

SUMMARY
The SCRD has received an application to vary the on-site parking requirements as stipulated by Sections
518 (1)-(5) of Zoning Bylaw 337 from 2 covenanted parking spaces per proposed lot to 0 per proposed
lot to enable a water access only 2-lot subdivision on Hardy Island. The application was considered by
the Board at its meeting in February and was deferred pending more information. Since that time the
owner continues to be unable to find secure and covenanted parking from his preferred access point of
the Powell River Area and would like the application to be re-considered by the Board. The applicant
has supplied a letter of support from the Powell River Regional District Board. The PRRD Board
reviewed an earlier letter of support from their Planning Services Department and re-confirmed its
support of enabling parking within the Saltery Bay area at existing marinas. Letters of support from
marinas have also been submitted indicating that there is parking availability, however secure covenants
have not been offered.
The available parking at nearby marinas, the range of other marinas and parking beyond those within
the SCRD or nearby Regional Districts (including the lower Sunshine Coast, the Lower Mainland and
Vancouver Island) and the minimal nature of the request provide the potential support for this
application.
The options at this time are to defeat the application, approve the application without conditions or
approve with a covenant that requires parking prior to constructing additional dwellings. It is
recommended that the development variance permit be issued subject to the owner registering a
covenant that indicates that prior to construction of a second dwelling on either property an additional
covenant is required to secure off-site parking.
SCRD Planning staff are prepared to support this application, subject to the receipt of comments from
shíshálh Nation and confirmation from the Nation that any issues raised in those comments have been
addressed and the registration of a covenant on the subject properties requiring off-street parking prior
to construction of a second dwelling on either property.
Attachments: 2
A. Letters of Support from Powell River Regional District staff and Board
B. Draft Variance Permit
Document ID: 47295
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Jvi 2, 2014
‘1A EMAIL: eoi-niggetnetgo.ca
EgirontPencler Hrbcr Advisory Planning Commission
1223 Lagoon Road
Madeira Park, BC
Attention: Geoff Cndg,
Re: Subdivision Ai1icatLou by Woznow of Lot 15, Distrkt Lot 1487. Plan LM416
414 Deepj3a Road, Hardy Jsand.BC
The Powell River Regional District (PRRD) has been approached by the applicant cthe
subdivision aplicatlon referenced cboe. The applicant belie;es that because the subject
property is in close proximity to moorage sites in the PRRD, the EgmontPender Harbour
Advisory Planning Commission may look :o the ?RRD in regards to the r uirement to proe
offsite parking for water access only pronerties as per &‘nshine Coast Reg?oncf D.is’fcf
Zoning Bylaw 337. As such, the applicant has requested that the PRRD send a letter that
addresses this issue.
ra on 1-lardy and Nelson islanmis c
Because of the close ‘rroximiL; some prcerty
utilize one of the marinas in our disti’ict to moor their boats. Furthermore, it is understood
that these sites also c. rarlcing cc those mooring their hrs. ‘iThie it is noted in the
EZectoraiArea C offlc: Cc1:e’Pla 3ic’ .Vo. 4t7, 2012 that parking and staging
areas for rster access cnh sites on Hardy mmd Nelson Isinnds may need to be identified in
future, currenLy, the PRRD is not aware of any parking issues related to accessing these
ismmds. Ifluereibre, i terms :f this subcl’is’ion r:p1irctkn, prnoPofpnthng is riot a crern
fr the PRRD.
if you eed further loation, pleare do not heskzmte to ccntnct me.
/

/
/

.--,-.-.-.-.

Jnson Cow
Planner
cc:

Ron Wozne’v. subdivion pnlicant
Stiria Hrtscr, ui’hine Coast Reriarn Dmir
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Seaboard Hotels Ltd.
7074 Westminster Street,
Powell River, B.C. V8A 1C5.
th 2014.
October 16
Mr. Andrew Allen,
Senior Planner,
Sunshine Coast Regional District,
Administration Office,
1975 Field Road,
Sechelt, B.C. VON 3A1.
Re: Subdivision Application by Woznow of Lot 15, District Lot 1487, Plan
LMP34416 PID 023-881-569 located at Hardy Island, BC; Ministry of
Transportation & Infrastructure File #2014-02943.
Dear Mr. Allen:
Seaboard Hotels Ltd. is the owner of the Beach Gardens Marina that is located at
7074 Westminster Street, Powell River. Ron Woznow has leased a berth in our
marina over the past 2 years. The marina provides parking space for everyone
who leases a berth. Further it has significant spare capacity in the upper parking
lot to accommodate Ron’s requirement for 4 parking spaces for his subdivision
application.
We plan to continue to operate the marina and could provide the required 4 parking
places for Mr. Woznow’s subdivision that could be leased,
Ifyou have any questions, please contact me at (604) 4856267.

Yours truly,

7
(Nfrs.) Joan M. Dái’szczewsld,
eneral Manager/Director,
Seaboard Hotels Ltd.
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September 29, 2014
Mr. Andrew Allen
Senior Planner
Sunshine Coast Regional District
Administration Office
1975 Field Road
Sechelt, BC VON 3A1
R: Subdivision Application by Woznow of Lot 15, District Lot 1487,
Plan LiP34416 PID 023-881-569 located at Rardy island, BC;
Ministry of Transportation & Infrastructure File #2014-02943
Dear Mr. Allen
Pacific Aquaculture International Inc. is the owner of Hummingbird
Cove Marina that is located at Saltery Bay. For many years the Marina
has provided both boat berths and vehicle parking for owners of
property on Hardy Island.

We understand that Mr. Ron. Woznow will require 4 parking spaces in
order to complete his subdivision. We plan to continue to operate the
Marina and will be able to provide the required 4 parking places for Mr.
Wozriow’s subdivision.
If you have any questions contact me at 778-242-8606.
Yours truly,

Bob Kong
Manager
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SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMIT
NO. 337.144
TO:

Ron Woznow

ADDRESS:

3366 Hernando Ave
Powell River, BC
V8A 1B8

This Development Variance Permit is issued subject to compliance with all of the bylaws of the
Sunshine Coast Regional District applicable thereto, except those specifically varied or
supplemented by this Permit.
This Development Variance Permit applies to those lands within the Sunshine Coast Regional
District described as follows:
Legal Description:
P.I.D.:
Civic Description:

Lot 15 District Lot 1487 Group 1 New Westminster
District Plan LMP34416
023-881-569
414 Deep Bay Road, Hardy Island, Pender Harbour

The lands described herein shall be developed strictly in accordance with the provisions, terms
and conditions of this Permit and any plans and specifications attached hereto as a schedule and
which forms part of this Permit.
This Development Variance Permit is issued pursuant to Section 922 of the Local Government
Act for the purpose of enabling a 2-lot water access only subdivision on those lands described
herein, and Sunshine Coast Regional District (Electoral Area A) Zoning Bylaw No. 337, 1990 is
specifically varied as follows:
To relax the number of off-street parking spaces, as required in
Section 518 (1)-(5) of Zoning Bylaw 337, from four to zero.
This Development Variance Permit is not a Building Permit. No construction shall commence
without prior written consent of the Building Inspector.
If the Permittee does not commence the development permitted by this Permit within two (2)
years of the date of this permit, this Development Variance Permit shall lapse.
This Development Variance Permit is issued subject to compliance with the following terms and
conditions:
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General Conditions:
(1)

Adhere to site plan prepared by Larry Penonzek dated March 31, 2014 and
attached hereto as Appendix ‘A’.

Except as may be authorized by the Minister responsible for heritage conservation, no person
may damage, alter, or remove from a site any object, artifact, feature, material or other physical
evidence of unknown origin that may be protected under the Heritage Conservation Act. In the
event of finding a possible archaeological site or artifact immediately stop work and contact:
(a) the Archaeology Branch, Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations; and
(b) The Rights and Title Department, shíshálh Nation at (604-740-5600).
Except as specifically provided above, this Development Variance Permit in no way relieves the
owner or occupier of the responsibility of adhering to all other legislation of responsible
authorities, which may apply to the land.
AUTHORIZING RESOLUTION No. PASSED BY THE SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL
DISTRICT BOARD THE DAY OF MONTH, 2015.
ISSUED THIS ___________ DAY OF ________________________, 2015.

_____________________________________
Ms. Angie Legault, Corporate Officer
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
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ANNEX C
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June 4, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – June 11, 2015

FROM:

David Rafael (Senior Planner) and Marina Stjepovic (Planning Technician)

RE:

Agricultural Land Reserve Application # D-59 (Green for 1312 Lands Inc.)
for Subdivision within the ALR at District Lot 1312, Roberts Creek (Area D)

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the report titled “Agricultural Land Reserve Application # D-59 (Green
for 1312 Lands Inc.) for Subdivision within the ALR at District Lot 1312,
Roberts Creek (Area D)” and dated June 4, 2015 be received;
AND THAT the Board does support ALR # D-59 as currently proposed;
AND THAT staff be directed to enter into discussion with the applicant, and
other parties as necessary, to secure a tangible benefit to agriculture;
AND THAT staff provide a report to a subsequent PDC regarding the results
of the discussions;
AND THAT the Board resolution be forwarded to the Agricultural Land
Commission and the applicant.
BACKGROUND
The Regional District is in receipt of an application for a subdivision for the above-noted
63 hectare property. The proposal is to create eight lots of no less than 1.75 hectares in
size for “farm use” within the southern portion of the property which is in the Agriculture
Land Reserve (ALR), and one parcel of approximately 47 hectares to the north. The
application does not propose to remove any land from the ALR and the subdivision is
permissible under the existing zoning bylaw. The applicant’s proposed subdivision is
shown in Attachment A and the full application is available from staff.
Subdivision within the ALR requires application to the Agricultural Land Commission
(ALC). As part of the application process, the ALC considers comments from the SCRD.
If the ALC approves the subdivision application, the owner may then apply to subdivide
the property. Conversely, if the ALC does not approve the request, the parcel would not
be subdivided.
DISCUSSION
Property description
The subject parcel is located northeast of the intersection of Sullivan and Ranch Rd. in
Roberts Creek. It is approximately 63 hectares in size. A map in Attachment A shows
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the subject parcel as well as surrounding properties and their zoning land use
designations.
The topography of the property is sloped, with about a 10% grade from the northeast to
the southwest corner (see Attachment A). There are two significant watercourses
traversing or originating on the property, generally from north to south, as well as three
other less defined watercourses, as shown in the applicant’s Agricultural Capability
Assessment report (Attachment B). Close to half of the lot has been recently logged,
primarily in the southern ALR portion and there are currently no dwellings or structures
on the property.
Immediately to the west of the ALR portion of the subject property, the existing lots are
similar in size to the proposed subdivision, averaging just over 1.75 hectares, with a
combination of single family dwellings and small/hobby farms. Parcels to the north
remain a mix of Crown land and private property zoned for a mix of resource and
residential uses. Parcels to the south are generally larger than what is being proposed
for this application, and contain a mix of single family dwellings and small/hobby farms
similar to the properties to the west. Parcels to the east are forested agricultural (also in
the ALR) and resource lands, and include land identified in the Elphinstone Official
Community Plan for future community or regional park acquisition. A section to the
northeast of the subject property is scheduled in BC Timber Sale’s operating plans for
harvesting in 2015.
Official Community Plan (OCP)
The Roberts Creek OCP articulates a strong vision for agriculture, with a commitment “to
protecting and increasing where possible the supply of agriculture lands and ensuring
the viability of farm operations”. Goal #11 is “to preserve and enhance agricultural land
and support sustainable local food production, distribution, and sales”.
The Roberts Creek OCP designates the southern 16 hectare portion of the property,
which is within the ALR, as “Agricultural”, while the northern portion is designated as
“Resource”.
Although this application does not propose to exclude land from the ALR, and the
proposed land use as stated in the application to the ALC is for “farm use”, OCP policy
9.1.1 (a) states “Subdivision of ALR land will not normally be supported”.
In addition to this policy, there are a number of objectives that also relate to agriculture
which could be enhanced by this application, notably:
9.b Support and promote small‐scale farming as a social, cultural and economic
priority and an ecologically responsible land use in Roberts Creek.
9.e Minimize conflict between agricultural activity and other uses on adjacent
properties regarding the environment.
This subdivision proposal seeks to increase the number of available ALR parcels,
potentially providing additional opportunities for small-scale agriculture and reducing
land costs for those looking to do farming activities.
However, the suggested benefit should be weighed against the issue of further
parcelization within the ALR, which confines and limits the range of agricultural activities
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possible on a parcel. As well, by creating numerous residences with their associated
residential footprints and activities, the proposed eight additional lots could arguably be
at odds with Goal #7 of the OCP which is “to avoid land use that results in suburban
sprawl”. There is no guarantee that farming would take place on any of the new parcels.
Subdividing these parcels today could set a course towards urbanization of agricultural
land in the future.
The remaining OCP objectives around agriculture relate more to the operational nature
of a farm or property and are less dependent on parcel size and other components of
the zoning bylaw. This makes it difficult to comment on operational issues as part of a
subdivision application. The applicant has indicated a proposed “farm use” on the
property, which could support these remaining objectives, however the SCRD has
limited ability to ensure these uses occur. As part of the SCRD’s comments to the ALC,
additional conditions could be suggested, such as covenants to promote or ensure
farming and to limit the size and location of homes and driveways, to ensure minimum
farmland is lost to residential footprints.
Zoning
Under Zoning Bylaw 310, the entire subject property is currently zoned as RU4 - Rural
Forest (Attachment A), which permits commercial logging activities, but also allows for a
residence and keeping of poultry, rabbits and livestock (for domestic consumption only).
There is a mismatch between the ALR designation and the zoning designation. This
likely arose due to the site being within managed forest land (later changed by provincial
legislation to Private Managed Forest Land).
The area could be farmed without subdivision or rezoning as the ALC regulations that
support farming in the ALR (both agriculture and livestock) apply regardless of the
zoning designation in Bylaw 310.
The southern portion of the property, which is in the ALR, is scheduled for inclusion in
the proposed Agriculture Zone (AG). This new zone would have the same allowances
for parcel size (the subdivision district would not change), number of dwellings, and
agricultural uses. The intent of the proposed AG zone is to enable and support
agricultural uses within the ALR.
The northern 47 hectare portion of the property is currently zoned with the Z subdivision
district, which allows for a minimum parcel size of 100 hectares. The southern 16
hectares of the property (the same portion of land within the ALR) is zoned with the G
subdivision district, which carries a minimum lot size of 1.75 ha (see Attachment A). The
application qualifies for the proposed subdivision under this zoning.
Development Permit Areas (DPAs)
All streams (watercourses) on the property are within DPA 1 “Stream Riparian
Assessment Area” and are subject to the provincial Riparian Area Regulations (RAR)
(Attachment A). This would be dealt with as part of the subdivision application if the
ALC approves this application. Note: Recent logging activities on the property would
have been subject to other stream protection requirements, and the SCRD was not able
to regulate this activity under its legislative authority. Farming activities on ALR are also
not subject to the RAR.
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Portions of the subject property also fall within proposed DPAs for creek flooding and
ravine slopes. This would also be dealt with as part of the subdivision application if the
ALC approves the application, and could require additional geotechnical assessments to
determine that the lots are safe for the proposed farm uses.
Other considerations
Water supply and septic – The subject property is outside of the SCRD water service
area. Should the proposed subdivision be approved by the ALC, future residences and
farms would have to supply their own water, presumably via groundwater wells. The
OCP states that “Protection of aquifers that provide groundwater is an important
consideration when reviewing any development or resource extraction proposals in
Roberts Creek.” Proof of potable water and septic system capability is regulated and
would be approved at the time of subdivision by Provincial ministries.
Roads – The west side of the subject property is currently accessible off of Sullivan Rd.,
while road allowances for Ranch Rd. on the south side of the property and Highland Rd.
on the east side are both currently undeveloped. It is likely that the proposed
subdivision would involve further development of these road allowances, which could
improve road access to existing parcels in the area. The OCP states that road
construction on ALR lands should “avoid disruption and fragmentation of existing and
potential agricultural land”. The applicant has verbally stated that roads would be built
on the lands to the north, which are not in the ALR.
Building locations – As referenced above, the SCRD could recommend that the ALC
include a requirement for covenants that would limit home size and ensure placement of
homes does not further compromise agricultural use of the property.
Parks – Park contribution is triggered when three or more lots are subdivided and the
size of the smallest lot being created is not larger than two hectares. Thus the
legislative requirements for park dedication (5% of the land or cash equivalent in lieu)
would be triggered by the current proposal. Given that the proposed subdivision is
within the ALR, the SCRD Parks Department would recommend a cash contribution in
lieu of land for parks. Staff note that provision of either land or cash in lieu is limited to
park use and should not be considered as a means of securing an agricultural benefit.
Agricultural Capability
According to the 1975 National Topographic Series Map by the Department of Lands
and Forests, the agricultural capability of the soil on the entire subject property is
classified as Class 5 (Attachment A). Class 5 is described as “land that has limitations
that restrict its capability to produce perennial forage crops or other special adapted
crops.” The map notes further detail of some moisture deficiency (M) and stoniness (P),
as well as limitations of topography (T).
Summit Environmental Consultant’s report submitted for the applicant, “Roberts Creek
Agricultural Capability Assessment, March 2015” (Attachment B), reassesses and
updates the above agricultural capability. The final ratings were improvable to Class 4
and 4-5. Suitable crops are blueberries, nursery and Christmas trees, perennial forage
crops, raspberries and tree fruits. Areas with slopes greater than 15% become only
generally suitable for livestock.
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Consultation
This application was referred to the following groups for comment:


Area D Roberts Creek Advisory Planning Commission (APC) - At their meeting on
April 27, the Area D APC passed the motion:
The APC supports ALR subdivision application #D-59 at DL13-12 as proposed.



Agricultural Advisory Committee (AAC) - At their meeting on April 28, the AAC
recommended:
That there be a maximum of six lots; and that there be restrictive covenants on
the footprints of the houses and outbuildings; and to keep the land viable as a
farm.



Roberts Creek Official Community Plan Committee (RCOCPC) - At their meeting
on May 13, the RCOCPC recommended:
The RCOCPC supports (with one member opposed) the ALR Application # D-59
for Subdivision in the ALR, with the following conditions:
1. Square footage restrictions on dwellings.
2. We are passing this in good faith and expect that the land is to be farmed.
3. Require owners to retain logging remains to create biomass for soil-building.

Staff Analysis
As noted above, the Roberts Creek OCP is supportive of agriculture and does not
normally support subdivision of ALR land. The applicant has indicated that the new
parcels will be for farm use and thus there will be an increased agricultural potential. In
effect the subdivision will result in several lots which increase chance that some new
owners will farm. Staff note this is not guaranteed and it is just as likely that none of the
new owners would farm the parcels. Thus there is no tangible benefit to agriculture
arising from this proposal. The subdivision would then deliver a development pattern
that is no more than rural sprawl.
This parcel contains the second largest area (approximately 16 hectares) of ALR in
Roberts Creek; the only larger area of ALR in one parcel is within Camp Byng between
Lower Road and the Highway.
The agricultural capability report provided by the applicant notes that the entire subject
property is classified as Class 5. This is also the information provided by the 1975 soil
capability mapping noted above.
Thus there is potential for agricultural production such as raspberries, blueberries and
tree fruit crops. Staff note that the property to the east (DL 1313), within Elphinstone is
entirely within the ALR and the parcel’s northern boundary is about 190 metres further
north than that of the subject properties ALR (Attachment C).
There is potential to include additional land on DL 1312 within the ALR so that the
northern boundary matches that of DL 1313. This could add about 15 hectares to the
ALR. Additional discussion is required with the property owner and the Agricultural Land
Commission regarding this. One consideration would be whether the additional ALR
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would be rezoned such that it has subdivision potential and change the zoning to RU3 or
the AG zone. The eventual zoning designation will depend on timing with respect to
progress of the bylaw amendment that introduces the AG zone to Bylaw 310 as a
replacement to the RU3 zone. Inclusion of a significant area of new ALR would be a
substantial positive benefit. This would support the RC OCP’s approach to agriculture.
If addiotnal land is included in the ALR then the OCP will need to be amended to alter
the general land use designation to “Agriculture”.
Staff note that a proposal for subdivision of one ALR parcel on Leek Road, Roberts
Creek, was approved only with the following tangible benefits to agriculture being
secured by covenant:


3000 sq metres on new lot (each new lot is about 1 hectare) would be
covenanted as no build/no septic field and be set aside for farm use, including
greenhouse(s)



$20,000 security ($5000 to ensure farming and $15,000 to ensure farm class
status is achieve)



If terms met then all but $2500, to support farm related projects, would be
returned



If terms not met then all funds would contribute to support farm related projects.

This could be the model for a similar benefit arising from the proposed subdivision of the
southern portion of DL 1312. The scale of the voluntary contribution should match that
of the proposal.
Other items that could contribute towards supporting farming include: siting and size of
buildings, notifying future owners of normal farming practices, restricting future
subdivision, and requiring construction and maintenance of agricultural buffers where
suitable and necessary.
The AAC’s support for a fewer number of larger parcels, upon subdivision, and the RC
APC and OCPC support do not overcome staff’s concern about the proposals not
supporting agriculture in a tangible way.
Staff consider that without any tangible improvement to agricultural potential the
application should not be supported.
SUMMARY
The ALC will take into account comments from the SCRD in its review of this application.
It is up to the ALC to determine whether or not this application will have a detrimental
effect on agricultural land. The ALC may refuse permission, grant permission, or grant
permission for an alternative subdivision, and may impose terms it considers advisable.
Input from the SCRD is an important factor for the ALC to consider.
In summary, staff presents the following options:
1. Do not support the application, unless there are tangible benefits for agriculture.
Staff could open discussion with the applicant regarding potential benefits such
as additional land included in ALR, contribution to support farming projects, land
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set aside for farming, requirement to achieve farm class that would trigger return
of funds.
Conditions could be secured via covenants placed on the land title for each
subdivided lot, including the remaining lot to the north.
Zoning and subdivision designation of any additional ALR could be discussed
with the applicant. This could result in a rezoning application at a later date.
Rezoning could be done in conjunction with the subdivision application.
Other parties, such as the ALC, could be brought into the discussion. Staff could
also seek input from the AAC. The SCRD Board would be informed of potential
agricultural benefits or whether the applicant is unwilling to enter into discussions
via a report to a future PDC meeting.
The Board will need to consider any potential agricultural benefit before it is
formally sent to the ALC as a condition of supporting the application. If it is not
possible to reach a satisfactory conclusion then the Board could inform the ALC
that it does not support the application.
2. Not support the application to subdivide land in the ALR, as smaller parcels will
confine and limit the range of agricultural activities possible on each parcel.
The Roberts Creek OCP does not normally support subdivision of ALR. The
application is currently contrary to the OCP. There are currently no substantive
reasons for the Board to offer support. Staff support this option if there is no
opportunity to further discuss delivering a tangible benefit to agriculture.
3. Support the application as submitted.
The proposal meets current subdivision designation requirements for minimum
parcel area as set out in Bylaw 310. Staff do not support this option as it is
contrary to the OCP, as the application doesn’t promote the agricultural goals and
objectives of the Roberts Creek Official Community Plan,
Staff recommends Option 1 as it could result in a development/subdivision that best
meets the goals and objectives of the Roberts Creek Official Community Plan. If there is
no tangible benefit to agriculture, then subdivision would just expand the rural residential
footprint.
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CONFIDENTIALITY AND © COPYRIGHT
This document is for the sole use of the addressee and Summit Environmental Consultants Inc. The document contains proprietary and
confidential information that shall not be reproduced in any manner or disclosed to or discussed with any other parties without the express
written permission of Summit Environmental Consultants Inc. Information in this document is to be considered the intellectual property of
Summit Environmental Consultants Inc. in accordance with Canadian copyright law.
This proposal is submitted in confidence as defined under Section 21 of the Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. When it is
no longer useful to you, please return all copies of our proposal to Summit Environmental Consultants Inc. at the address shown herein.
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1

Introduction

Summit Environmental Consultants Inc. (“Summit”) was retained by Port Graves Holdings Limited
Partnership (“Port Graves”) in October 2014 to complete an agricultural land capability assessment at a
property located at the intersection of Sullivan and Ranch Rd. in Roberts Creek, BC (Parcel ID:
004634047), the “Subject Property” (Figure 1-1). The southern portion of the Subject Property is currently
located within the Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).
Port Graves is considering the submission of an application to the Sunshine Coast Regional District
(SCRD) and the Agricultural Land Commission (ALC) to subdivide the southern portion of the Subject
Property that is located in the ALR (the “ALR Portion”). This report presents the results of an agricultural
land capability assessment that would form part of the application to the ALC and SCRD.
The objectives of this study are to:
1) Determine the current agricultural capability of the Subject Property; and,
2) Assess the potential of the Subject Property for agricultural land uses.
Descriptions of the methods used for the investigation are in Section 2.0. The results of the assessment
are provided in Section 3.0 and the discussion and conclusion are presented in Section 4.0. Photo
documentation is presented in Appendix B.
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Figure 1-1
Subject Property Location
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2

Methods

The agricultural land capability was assessed by reviewing existing information including soil mapping,
agricultural capability mapping, climate data, satellite imagery and air photos, reports, and data files. This
was followed by a field investigation to verify and refine existing soils and agricultural information.
The field investigation was completed by Katarina Glavas, P.Ag. and Stacy Boczulak, A.Ag. on October 9
2014. The field investigation included a foot traverse of the Subject Property. The physical characteristics
of the Subject Property assessed during the traverse included topography, erosion potential, soil texture,
soil wetness, and soil moisture deficit limitations.
A soil test pit or bore hole was advanced within each soil unit/polygon previously delineated in published
soil maps. The bore holes and test pits were to verify soil series and agricultural capability. A total of 15
soil test pits were hand-dug or augured to an approximate depth of one meter (see Appendix A for locations
and Appendix B for photos). Additional reconnaissance pits (typically a bore hole) were advanced to verify
the extent and boundaries of soils. Soil classification was conducted at each test pit according to the Soil
Classification System of Canada (Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, 1998). A soil sample was collected
from one of the test pits and sent to Pacific Soil Analysis Inc. (PSAI) for detailed laboratory analysis.
The soils information collected on-site was used to determine the agricultural capability of the Subject
Property. The capability assessment methods are based on the system described in the manual Land
Capability Classification for Agriculture in British Columbia (MOE/MAF, 1983).
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3

Assessment Results

3.1

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Subject Property is located at the intersection of Sullivan and Ranch Rd. in Roberts Creek, B.C.
(Appendix A). It is approximately 160 acres (65 ha) ha with the southern 40 acres (16 ha) located in the
ALR.
The topography of the Subject Property is highly variable with gentle to steep terrain, hummocky terrain
(Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3), and gullies (drainage channels), which are oriented north to south (represented
by the blue lines in Figure 3-4). The aspect of the Subject Property is primarily to the south and the
average elevation is 850 meters above sea level (masl).
The Subject Property is comprised of forested areas in the north, a transmission line right-of-way (the
“ROW”) that runs east to west, and a recently logged area in the south. A cell phone tower is located at the
centre of the northern boundary of the Subject Property. A review of the air photo record indicates that the
Subject Property has never been used for agricultural purposes; with the exception of an abandoned
Christmas tree farm in the ROW.
Several roads are located throughout the Subject Property including access roads to the cell phone tower,
transmission line maintenance roads along the ROW, as well as resource access roads (Figure 3.4). The
resource access roads are used to access the areas to the south of the ROW, including the ALR Portion as
drainage channels prevent crossing the Subject Property in a west to east direction.
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Figure 3-1
View of west drainage channel looking south
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Figure 3-2
View of centre drainage channel looking south
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Figure 3-3
Map of watercourses and depressions in the Subject Property
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3.2

CLIMATE

The nearest climate station is the Gibsons Gower Point station. Climate normal data are available for 19812010 for this climate station. The climate is characterized by warm summers and mild winters. The normal
daily mean January temperatures are 6.7 °C (maximum) and 2.5 °C (minimum) and daily mean July
temperatures are 21.1 °C (maximum) and 14.0 °C (minimum) (Environment Canada, 2012). Mean annual
precipitation is 1354.5 mm with 30.9 mm of that (water equivalent) falling as snow. The area is
characterized by a soil moisture deficit (MOE 1981).

Water equivilent (mm)

Figure 3-2 shows the mean monthly precipitation and the estimated potential evapotranspiration for the
Gibsons Gower Point climate station. Potential evapotranspiration (PET) was estimated using a version of
the Priestley-Taylor equation (Shuttleworth, 1993) and the available climate data, and using the albedo
value for grass and pasture (0.23). From May to September, there is a moisture deficit. Implications of this
moisture deficit for agriculture are presented in Sections 3.6 and 4.0.
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Figure 3-4
Gibsons Gower Point: Precipitation vs. Potential Evapotranspiration
3.3

ALR, ZONING AND SURROUNDING LAND USE

The Subject Property is comprised of both ALR and non-ALR land. The ALR lands occupy the southern 40
acres of the Subject Property and the non-ALR lands occupy the northern 120 acres. The ALR boundary
corresponds to the current Robert’s Creek Official Community Plan zoning with the ALR land zoned as
Agricultural and the non-ALR lands zoned as Resource. Resource lands have the potential for forestry and
agriculture (SCRD 2014). Land that is designated as Agricultural will not normally be supported for
subdivision; however, when making an application for strata subdivisions:
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1) parcel sizes must be greater than 1.75 ha (however a lower average parcel size may be considered),
2) the parcels/dwellings/structures must be located to minimize hard to the agricultural ability of the
proposed parcels and minimize adverse effects to the environment,
3) the proposed subdivision would allow an active farm to diversify and broaden its income, but not
decrease the farming capacity of the property (SCRD 2014).
Adjacent properties are a combination of ALR and Resource Rural lands (Figure 3.4). Surrounding ALR
lands are primarily forested with very little agricultural production other than livestock grazing for hobby farm
purposes. Areas to the west and south are generally subdivided into smaller rural lots.
3.4

SOILS

Published soil mapping indicates that the soils of the Subject Property are primarily comprised of Capilano
soils (approximately 80% of the area) with some Bose, Langdale, and Cannell soils (CLI 1975) (Appendix
A). The ALR Portion is comprised mostly of Capilano soils, with some Bose soils located in the
southeastern corner. The field investigation confirmed the presence of these soil types; however, some
minor boundary adjustments were made to refine soils based on field observations (refer to Map in
Appendix A- new soil polygon boundary identified in red). These differences in mapping are primarily due
to differences in the scale between the original mapping and on-site investigations. The original mapping
was conducted at a scale of 1: 20,000, and Summit’s field investigation was at 1:1,000.Furthermore, some
slight alterations to published capability ratings were made (Table 3-1). A description of each soil type is
provided below.
Capilano Soils
Capilano soils have developed on stony, glaciofluvial and deltaic deposits, and deep gravelly marine lag
deposits (Luttmerding 1981). Field investigation confirmed that Capilano soils have up to 15 cm of
coniferous forest litter on the mineral soil surface; however, most of the forest litter on the Subject Property
has been disturbed due to recent logging activities. The forest litter is underlain by 2 to 5 cm of loose, gray,
leached, loamy sand which, in turn, is underlain by about 40 cm of very friable or loose, dark reddish brown
to yellowish-red, gravelly or loamy sand. Some areas have a cemented, hard, gravelly zone (typically at 50
cm), which varies from brown to olive in colour and is about 50 cm thick (Figure 3-5). Below this, at about
120 cm, gradation to loose, unweathered olive or olive-gray gravel and sand occurs (Luttmerding 1981).
Soils are well to rapidly drained and are classified as Ortstein Humo Ferric Podzol.
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Figure 3-5
Cemented gravelly later of Capilano soil at 56 cm depth in TP12
Bose Soils
Bose soils have developed on stony gravelly marine lag, or glaciofluvial deposits overlying coarse-textured
glacial till. Field investigations confirm that Bose soils are comprised of 10 cm of organic forest litter (in
undisturbed areas) on the soil surface, under which is a discontinuous, light gray, leached sandy layer that
is thinner than 4cm. This is underlain by a dark brown to reddish brown, loose gravelly zone about 60 cm
thick which grades to approximately 20 cm of yellowish brown gravelly material. Abruptly underlying this is
a cemented layer of glacial till, with reddish brown to grey mottles (Figure 3.6). Soils are moderately well
drained and are classified as Orthic Humo Ferric Podzols.
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Figure 3-6
Cemented layer of Bose soil broken to show mottling at 56 cm depth in TP10
Langdale Soils
Langdale soils have developed on coarse-textured glacial till overlain by moderately stony slopewash
(Luttmerding 1981). Field investigations confirm that soils are comprised of 5 to 10 cm of organic forest
litter (in undisturbed areas). This is underlain by a gray, discontinuous, leached, friable, sandy layer up to 5
cm thick. This is underlain by about 30 cm of yellowish-brown to reddish-brown, friable, sandy loam.
Underneath this is yellowish to brownish, friable, sandy material which varies to firm to moderately
cemented layer. A few reddish mottles are also present. Below about 100 cm, grayish, compact, glacial till
occurs which contains reddish mottles in the upper soil (Luttmerding 1981). Soils are well to moderately
well drained and are classified as Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzols.
Cannell Soils
Cannell soils have developed on moderately coarse-textured colluvium and glacial till. Cannell soils have
up to 15 cm of coniferous forest litter and moss on the mineral soil surface. This is underlain by a loose,
gray, leached, sandy layer usually less than 6 cm thick which, in turn, is underlain by 10 to 50 cm of friable,
reddish-brown or dark reddish brown, gravelly or sandy material containing some hard, spherical
concretions. This is usually abruptly underlain by bedrock or a massive, friable to firm gravelly zone,
grayish-brown in colour, which separates the rock from the more reddish layer above. A thin, concentrated
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layer of roots often immediately overlies the rock (Luttmerding 1981). Soils are well to moderately well
drained and are classified as Orthic Humo-Ferric Podzol.
3.5

AGRICULTURAL CAPABILITY

The agricultural capability of the Subject Property has been classified according to the Canadian Land
Inventory (CLI), which is consistent with the Land Capability Classification for Agriculture in British
Columbia. The system describes seven land capability classes for agriculture (Class 1 to Class 7). Land
with the highest classification (Class 1) has very slight limitations for agriculture; the lowest classification
(Class 7) has no capability for agriculture. Along with these classes, the CLI assigns a maximum of two
subclasses to represent limitations to soils; however, other subclasses may exist.
According to the literature, the agricultural capability of the Subject Property ranges from Class 4 to Class 7
with limitations of topography (T), moisture (A), dense subsoil (D), and stoniness (P). Our field assessment
indicated that the agricultural capability of the Subject Property was generally consistent with literature;
however, some adjustments were made to the classes to reflect conditions in the field (Appendix A; see
section 3.5).
In general, the assessed agricultural capability was Class 5, limited primarily by stoniness, topography and
moisture deficit as summarized in Table 3-1. A description of each limitation is described in the sections
following the table. An overview map of the assessed agricultural capabilities is provided in Figure 3-7.
Please note that only the two most dominant limitations are identified for each classification rating (e.g.
5PA) in Table 3-1; however, other limitations may be present (such as T). These are described in detail in
the following sections. Locations of Soil Unit polygons and assessed capability ratings are outlined in map
Appendix A.
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Table 3-1
Soil types and agricultural capability ratings on Subject Property (current ALC mapping)
Polygon

Soil Unit I

Corresponding
Soil Type

100% Capilano

Approximate
Area (ha)

48.4

Published
Unimproved
Capability
Rating (and
Limitations)

Assessed
Unimproved
Capability
Rating (and
Limitations)
5PA 35TP 35PT

Assessed
Improved
Capability
Rating (and
Limitations)

7

5AP 37AT

4

7

4PT 35TP

7

4DW 34A

5PD

4PD

(after boundary
adjustment)

Soil Unit II

100% Bose

6.4
(after boundary
adjustment)

Soil Unit III

70% Langdale
30% Cannell

8.5

7T

5TP

5TP

Soil Unit IV

70% Capilano
30% Bose

1.1

5AP

5PA

4PA

Subclass A is equivalent to Subclass M of the CLI
Source: MOE 2012, CLI 1975
Note: Superscript numbers represent proportion of polygon out of 10 (e.g. 7 is equivalent to 70%)
N/A: Not available, not assessed

3.5.1

Topography (T)

This subclass applies to soils for which topography limits agricultural use by affecting the use of farm
machinery, decreasing the uniformity of growth and maturity of crops, and increasing the potential for water
erosion (MOE/MAF, 1983).
The topographical ratings for most of the soil units were adjusted to reflect actual slopes measured in the
field. The new topographical ratings are as follows:
Soil Unit I – highly variable topography that is comprised of complex slopes that range from 11% to
15% and simple slopes that range from 6% to 25%. This equivalent to a range of Subclasses 3T
to 5T.
Soil Unit II – dominant slopes average 10% which is equivalent to Subclass 3T (other limitations for
this Soil unit are more dominant so this limitation does not appear in the final rating).
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Soil Unit III – dominant slopes range from 25% to 30% which is equivalent to Class 5T.
Improvements to topographical limitations are typically considered impractical due to the high cost of land
improvements. Therefore the unimproved rating equals the improved rating.
3.5.2

Soil Moisture (A)

The soil moisture deficiency is related to differences between precipitation and evapotranspiration. The
most recent, normal monthly precipitation averages from the Gibsons Gower Point station are available for
1981-2010 (Environment Canada 2014). The estimated potential evapotranspiration (PET) values were
used to determine the Climate Moisture Deficit (CMD) and the Soil Moisture Deficiency (SMD) following
methods in MOE/MOF (1983). The PET was estimated using the Priestly-Taylor equation (Shuttleworth
1993) using the climate normal data.
Currently, the published unimproved ratings for those polygons associated with a SMD range from
Subclass 4A to 5A. However, based on data collected at the Gibsons Gower Point climate station and data
collected in the field, the calculated SMD for the entire Subject Property is Subclass 4A. With irrigation, the
SMD can generally reach Class 3A.
3.5.3

Stoniness (P)

This subclass applies to soils with sufficient coarse fragments (gravels, cobbles and stones) to significantly
hinder tillage, planting, and/or harvesting operations (MOE/MAF 1983). These stoniness limitations only
apply to the total coarse fragments found in the upper 25 cm of mineral soil.
A stoniness limitation was identified for all of the Subject Property; however, this may not have been
reflected in the agricultural capability ratings as other limitations were considered more limiting (the most
limiting features are accounted for in capability mapping). In general, the stoniness limitation of the Subject
Property ranges from Class 4P to Class 5P. Stones are mainly comprised of gravels, cobbles and some
boulders. Stoniness can be improved by either manual or mechanical removal of cobbles and boulders;
however, gravel removal is not considered feasible.
3.5.4

Dense Subsoil (D)

Published mapping indicates that a dense subsoil limitation is associated with Soil Unit II (CLI 1975). This
is likely associated with the cemented layer (that was observed in Soil Unit II at depth of 50 cm) that acts as
a root restricting layer. A root restricting layer at this depth is equivalent to a Class 3D rating. Cemented
layers are not considered improvable; therefore, the improved rating is equivalent to the unimproved rating,
Class 3D.
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3.5.5

Excess Water (W)

Published mapping indicates that a minor excess water limitation is associated with Soil Unit II (CLI 1975).
This limitation is likely due to a perched water table that forms over the cemented layer which restricts the
downward movement of water. However, evidence of excess water was not observed during the field
investigation (i.e. mottles in the upper 50 cm of the soil profile). This is likely due to the topography in this
area (i.e. water will flow down-gradient to the south). The excess water limitation was therefore eliminated
for Soil Unit II.
3.6

CROP SUITABILITY

Blueberries, nursery and Christmas trees, perennial forage crops, raspberries and tree fruits are considered
suitable in areas where slopes are less than 15% and soils are not excessively stone. Soils that are
excessively stony with slopes greater than 15% are only suitable for livestock grazing. All annually
cultivated crops are considered unsuitable (Luttmerding 1981) .
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Discussion and Conclusions

This agricultural land capability assessment was built upon existing information, field investigations and
laboratory analyses to generate details on the Subject Property’s agricultural capability and suitability.
The findings from the field investigation are generally consistent with published soils and agricultural
capability mapping with some minor adjustments to boundaries. Findings of the field investigation confirm
that soils are comprised of four soil types with mostly gravelly, sandy soils that are limited by topography
and stoniness, with minor limitations of dense subsoil and soil moisture deficit. With irrigation, the soil
moisture deficit can be improved by one class; however, the remaining limitations (topography, stoniness
and dense subsoil) are not considered improvable. A summary of the updated unimproved and improved
capability classes are provided in Table 4-1.

Table 4-1
Unimproved and Improved Capability Ratings for Soils of the Subject Property
Polygon

Approximate Area
(ha)

Assessed Unimproved
Capability Rating (and
Limitations)
4

5PA 35TP 35PT

Assessed Improved
Capability Rating (and
Limitations)
7

4PT 35TP

Soil Unit I

48.4

Soil Unit II

6.4

5PD

4PD

Soil Unit III

8.5

5TP

5TP

Soil Unit IV

1.1

5PA

4PA

Soils of the Subject Property are generally only considered suitable for livestock grazing due to the variable
topography which affects the use of farm equipment making it impractical to farm. It may be possible to
produce blueberries, nursery and Christmas trees, raspberries and tree fruits in areas where slopes are
less than 15%; however, this may not be economically viable due to the relatively small proportion of these
areas on the Subject Property.
In addition to this, a major limitation to agricultural viability is the adverse micro topography (i.e.
gullies/major drainage channels) of the ALR Land. These gullies dissect the ALR Land into several smaller
units, making it difficult to farm this area as a single unit. If livestock grazing was to occur in this area,
livestock would need to be restricted from crossing major drainage channels that are present (i.e. maintain
a riparian setback of 30 m as per the Riparian Areas Regulation). Therefore, livestock would need to be
moved from unit to unit using the logging roads to the north which may not be practical or viable for small
scale livestock producers.
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Photo 1: Soil Unit I- Landscape at TP15

Photo 3: Soil Unit III- Landscape at TP02

Photo 5: Soil Unit IV- Landscape at TP08

Photo 2: Soil Unit I- Cutline at TP15

Photo 4: Soil Unit III- Pit at TP02

Photo 6: Soil Unit IV- Pit at TP08
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ANNEX D
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

June 3, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – June 11, 2015

FROM:

Marina Stjepovic, Planning Technician

RE:

Crown Land Application File 2411510 for a Residential Private Moorage
(Specific Permission) fronting Lot 19, DL 3989, Plan 12096, Ruby Lake,
Pender Harbour, Area A

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. THAT the report titled “Crown Land Application File 2411510 for a Residential
Private Moorage (Specific Permission) fronting Lot 19, DL 3989, Plan 12096, Ruby
Lake, Pender Harbour, Area A” be received;
2. AND THAT staff submit the following comments to the Crown:
a) The applicant should be made aware that the SCRD would require a
development permit for any structure to be constructed within 30m of Ruby Lake.
This would include future plans to construct or reconstruct a ramp or stairs or
other structure joining the dock to the upland property. Land clearing, especially
of vegetative buffers at the lake front, during any phase of residential
development is also subject to development permit area requirements.
b) The applicant should contact the shíshálh First Nation regarding archeological
and culturally sensitive sites in the area;
c) The SCRD strongly encourages senior government not to permit structures
which obstruct public access along the foreshore in areas which are actively
used, or likely to be used, by the general public, such as Ruby Lake;
d) Associated with the dock, powerboats operating in the ‘environmentally
sensitive lake’ area of this application should be limited to access to and from
waterfront properties;
e) When refuelling powered watercraft, boaters shall be encouraged to take great
care to avoid spillage of petroleum products;
f) Storage of hydrocarbons (fuel, lubricating oils) should be prohibited on dock
structures and within 50 meters of the natural boundary of Ruby Lake;
g) Future repairs and maintenance of the dock should be required to be done in
such a way as to protect both domestic drinking water quality and aquatic habitat.
The use of treated wood or plywood and the use of wood preservative for dock
and pier construction on Ruby Lake should be prohibited. Lakefront property
owners should be encouraged to remove existing docks and piers constructed of
pressure treated lumber or plywood. The use of untreated cedar is preferred and
encouraged.
h) The Crown should consider limiting the term of the tenure to ten to twenty
years, to be consistent with other tenures in the area.
3.

AND FURTHER THAT this recommendation be forwarded to the June 11, 2015
Regular Board meeting for adoption.
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BACKGROUND
The Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) received a Crown Land referral (2411510)
regarding a residential private moorage application by Allaire (Agent) for Arnett (Registered
Owners) on Ruby Lake, located at 5987 Glen Place, Pender Harbour, included as Attachment
A. The deadline for comments to the Crown has been extended to June 12 to accommodate
SCRD committee meeting schedules.
This is an application for an existing dock fronting the land owner’s private property, and no new
construction is proposed at this time. The dock was built a number of years ago under a series
of tenures issued to the previous owners. The applicant is the new upland property owner
wishing to apply for a Specific Permission which has no fixed term or expiry date.
Planning staff has compiled the following comments, which are in line with the Egmont/Pender
Harbour Official Community Plan and SCRD Board policy:
Does this application impact your agency's legislated responsibilities? If yes, how will
the proposal impact your legislated responsibility and please identify the relevant
legislation (section) and what mitigative measures will be required to address these
impacts.
Zoning Bylaw 337
The foreshore of Ruby Lake is not zoned. The upland zoning is RU-5 (Rural Watershed
Protection). Buildings are prohibited within 30 metres of the natural boundary of Ruby Lake.
Egmont/Pender Harbour Official Community Plan
Ruby Lake supplies local property owners with domestic water, and the SCRD holds a water
licence for public water supply, serving approximately 60 homes. The lake is also highly
valuable for seasonal recreation and fish habitat. The environmental sensitivity of Ruby Lake is
rated as ‘Moderate’, containing valuable salmonid spawning and rearing habitat for Cutthroat,
Kokanee, Sockeye and Coho salmon in nearby Ruby Creek, and in Ruby Lake itself. The OCP
contains several objectives related to improving lake water quality and protecting drinking water
sources and fish and wildlife habitat in lakes.


The applicant should be made aware that the SCRD would require a development
permit for any structure to be constructed within 30m of Ruby Lake. This would include
future plans to construct or reconstruct a ramp or stairs or other structure joining the
dock to the upland property. Land clearing, especially of vegetative buffers at the lake
front, during any phase of residential development is also subject to development permit
area requirements.



The applicant should contact the shíshálh First Nation regarding archeological and
culturally sensitive sites in the area;



The SCRD strongly encourages senior government not to permit structures which
obstruct public access along the foreshore in areas which are actively used, or likely to
be used, by the general public, such as Ruby Lake;



Associated with the dock, powerboats operating in the ‘environmentally sensitive lake’
area of this application should be limited to access to and from waterfront properties;



When refuelling powered watercraft, boaters shall be encouraged to take great care to
avoid spillage of petroleum products;
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Storage of hydrocarbons (fuel, lubricating oils) should be prohibited on dock structures
and within 50 meters of the natural boundary of Ruby Lake;



Future repairs and maintenance of the dock should be required to be done in such a way
as to protect both domestic drinking water quality and aquatic habitat. The use of
treated wood or plywood and the use of wood preservative for dock and pier
construction on Ruby Lake should be prohibited. Lakefront property owners should be
encouraged to remove existing docks and piers constructed of pressure treated lumber
or plywood. The use of untreated cedar is preferred and encouraged.

If the proposal proceeds, will the proponent require approval or a permit from your
agency? If yes, please explain.
N/A
Will on-going compliance monitoring be required by your agency as a result of your
legislated responsibilities? If yes, please explain what will be required.
N/A
Will this application affect public use of this area? If yes, please explain.
As stated above: The SCRD strongly encourages senior government not to permit structures
which obstruct public access along the foreshore in areas which are actively used, or likely to be
used, by the general public, such as Ruby Lake.
For Municipal/Regional Government Use Only: Is the application area zoned for the
proposed purpose? If no, please provide the current zoning. In the event the applicant
wishes to apply for re-zoning, please also provide the estimated time required for this
decision.
N/A
The Egmont/Pender Harbour APC reviewed this application at their May 27th meeting and
provided further comments:
Motion: While it is unclear the exact type of tenure being requested, this Committee
would agree to a tenure of a fixed term from ten to twenty years, consistent with similar
tenures granted in the area, and subject to the conditions as laid out in the memorandum
of May 15, 2015 by Marina Stjepovic.
To date, no Letters of Concern or neighbour comments have been received by the SCRD
regarding this application.

Marina Stjepovic
Planning Technician
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ANNEX E
SCRD STAFF REPORT
DATE:

May 6th, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – June 11th, 2015

FROM:

Paul Preston, Chief Building Inspector/Bylaw Enforcement Manager

RE:

Bylaw Notice Enforcement Ticketing System (BEN)

RECOMMENDATIONS
THAT the Chief Building Inspector’s report regarding the Bylaw Enforcement Notice Ticketing
System, (BEN), be received;
AND THAT staff be directed to fully implement the BEN Ticketing System within the remaining
Electoral Areas (A, D, E and F);
AND FURTHER THAT staff be directed to review and update the existing designated bylaw
contraventions and penalties for the various Regional District’s bylaws.

BACKGROUND
In 2003 the provincial government introduced the Local Government Bylaw Notice Enforcement
Act. This provided local governments with an efficient and cost effective alternative method to
achieve bylaw compliance that has been adopted by numerous local governments throughout
BC. On 28th July 2011 the Sunshine Coast Regional District introduced the BEN’s system on a
small scale (water and ports regulations only). After reviewing the success of the program and
considering challenges to obtaining bylaw compliance, the system was expanded in Area B to
include a wider range of bylaws.

DISCUSSION
The Municipal Ticketing Information (MTI) and the Bylaw Enforcement Notice (BEN) systems
provide local governments with the ability to encourage compliance to contraventions of their
bylaws. Each system gives the ability for designated SCRD staff to issue a ticket of a fixed
penalty for a particular infraction.
Both systems have proven very successful in encouraging compliance without the requirement
for expensive legal action. Unfortunately, the MTI system requires the ticket to be served to the
owner of the property. Due to the large number of off-coast owners, as well as the remote
location of some properties, serving a ticket becomes very problematic. This limits the Regional
District’s ability to encourage compliance. In contrast, BEN tickets can be delivered by mail.
There are also benefits to the public if they choose to dispute a BEN ticket. Disputes are held on
the coast and heard by a provincially appointed adjudicator. The proceedings are less formal
than the strict requirements of the courts. This encourages the public to represent themselves
and reduces the unnecessary costs for legal representation.
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As part of the proposed implementation of the BEN’s system, it would also be a good
opportunity for staff to review and update the current designated bylaw contraventions and
penalties associated with the various Regional District bylaws. Realistic fines for particular
contraventions aid the Regional District’s staff in their ability to achieve voluntary compliance in
many cases without issuing tickets to the property owners.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
As the BEN system does not require the Regional District to personally serve the owner of the
property, there will not be the requirement to continually revisit properties for the chance to
serve the ticket. This will improve the department’s efficiency and costs associated with staff
time, and vehicle use traveling to and from the property.

OPTIONS
1. Introduce the BEN’s system into all the remaining electoral areas of the Regional
District.
2. Introduce the BEN’s system into selected electoral areas of the Regional District.
3. Take no action.
To make better use of resources and to improve efficiency within the Regional District’s bylaw
compliance division, it is recommended to proceed with option 1 and introduce the BEN system.
In addition, it is recommended that a review of the designated bylaw contraventions and
penalties be completed and updated.

Respectfully submitted;

Paul Preston, RBO
Chief Building Inspector &
Bylaw Enforcement Manager
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DATE:

June 4, 2015

TO:

Planning and Development Committee – June 11, 2015

FROM:

Steven Olmstead, GM, Planning and Development

RE:

LiDAR for Hillside Industrial Park

RECOMMENDATION(S)
THAT the General Manager, Planning and Development report regarding LiDAR for
Hillside Industrial Park be received.
AND THAT staff be authorized to acquire LiDAR data for the Hillside Industrial Park at a
cost of approximately $9,000.

BACKGROUND
At its May 14, 2015 meeting, the SCRD Board adopted the following Planning and Development
Committee recommendation:
214/15 Recommendation No. 4 LIDAR imaging
THAT staff report to a future Planning and Development Committee outlining the
potential costs and benefits of LIDAR imaging for Hillside Industrial Park.

DISCUSSION
LiDAR, which stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is a remote sensing method that uses
light in the form of a pulsed laser to measure ranges (variable distances) to the Earth. These
light pulses - combined with other data recorded by the airborne system - generate precise,
three-dimensional information about the shape of the Earth and its surface characteristics.
LIDAR data is often used to make highly accurate digital elevation models and contours for use
in geographic information systems.
LiDAR data would be extremely useful as the SCRD moves forward with the Hillside Industrial
Park. A much more accurate understanding of the location and extent of potentially
developable areas can be obtained. If made available to prospective land purchasers, a much
better initial understanding of site preparation and development costs could be gained.
Staff have received a quote of ~ $9,000 for our area of interest with a data acquisition of 4
pts/square meter (which is consistent with existing SCRD data) for the area outlined on the
following map:
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ANNEX G
PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION MONTHLY REPORT
MAY 2015
1.

Development Control
Please refer to the attached tables titled SCRD Bylaw Amendment and Permit Activity and SCRD
Subdivision and Development Activity and for a summary of development activities.

A.

Zoning Bylaw Amendments and Official Community Plan Amendment
Three new OCP amendments were commenced by staff in May.
Electoral Areas D, E, F
OCP Amendment Bylaw Nos 641.4 (Roberts Creek), 600.6 (Elphinstone) and 640.1 (West Howe
Sound) were initiated to introduce amended and new development permit areas into the three OCPs
to incorporate the results of the Kerr Wood Leidal Geotechnical reports. A staff report with draft
bylaws will be presented to the June PDC.
Ongoing Applications:
All Electoral Areas
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.163 (Areas B-F) and Electoral Area A Zoning Amendment
Bylaw No. 337.112 (Electoral Area A) – Transition Houses. A report was provided for the May
PDC and the bylaws had first reading on May 28.
Electoral Areas B, D, E, F
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.148 (Areas B-F) – the AAC considered Bylaw No. 310.148 in
May. All APCs considered draft Zoning Bylaw No. 310.148 in April; of which, some requested
staff attend their next meetings to discuss the draft bylaw amendment in more detail.
Electoral Areas D and E
Bylaws 641.3 and 310.156 (Area D) & Bylaws 600.4 and 310.159 (Area E) -. A report was provided
to the May PDC. At the May 28 meeting, the Board resolved to place the bylaws on hold until the
Court case regarding the constitutionality of Health Canada’s change in regulations is completed.
Electoral Area B
Halfmoon Bay Official Community Plan Amendment Bylaw 675.2 and Sunshine Coast Regional
District Zoning Amendment Bylaw 310.160 (Lindsey) regarding conditions based OCP policy and
site specific rezoning to allow for reducing the subdivision designation. A public information
meeting was held in May and referrals were sent out.
Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.161 (Secret Cove Strata Corp.) – following submission of
adequate property owner consent, the Planning & Development Committee initially considered the
application in May, followed by the Board reading Bylaw No. 310.148 a first time.
Electoral Area D
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Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 310.158 (Goldmoss Gallery) –The application was considered by
the Planning and Development Committee in May and received 2nd reading, as amended at the May
28th Board meeting. Considerable amount of time was spent on drafting the bylaw and dealing with
the applicants and interested members of the community.
B.

Development Permits and Development Permits with a Variance
Three new applications were received in May:
Electoral Area A
DP A-39 (Dierolf for Borsoi) – New build on vacant land at property located at 7101 Sakinaw
Woods, Pender Harbour.
DP (V) A-40 (Porter) – Replacement of exterior decking and stairs to existing cabin. Relocate stairs
to existing lower deck for ease of access to lower level at a property located at 16221 Sunshine
Coast Highway.
Electoral Area D
DP (V) D-135 (Brash for Shineton): Development Permit with a Variance Application for a property
located at 3233 Beach Avenue, Roberts Creek.
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area A
DP(V) A-37 (Cook for Malinousky) located on Sakinaw Lake in DPA 1 (Stream Riparian
Assessment Area) the variance request is for a set of stairs, deck and additions to a single family
dwelling originally constructed without permits. Staff are waiting on additional information from
the applicant.
Electoral Area B
DP B-62 (Shallard for Sova/Moore) located on Walker Road in Development Permit Area 1B
(Coastal Slopes) for an addition to an existing single family dwelling. Planning staff are reviewing
updated drawings and site.
DP(V) B-66 (Spani for Reed) – Development Permit with a Variance application to reduce the
setback to a rear and side parcel line to allow for a new single family dwelling on Chikuainuk Drive
within DPA 1A (Coastal Flooding). Application was approved at the March PDC meeting subject to
receipt of comments from the shíshálh Nation, still waiting on comments from the shíshálh Nation.
DP(V) B-67 (Drugmand for Herberts) – Development Permit with a Variance application to reduce
the setback to the natural boundary of the ocean to allow for an addition to an existing single family
dwelling on 5504 Hydaway Place in DPA 1B (Coastal Slopes). Application was approved subject to
covenant registration, comments from the shíshálh Nation and comments from a neighbouring
property owner. Considerable amount of time has been spent consulting with the applicant and the
adjacent owner on this application. The adjacent owner has now indicated support for the
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application. A preliminary field reconnaissance has been conducted which did not identify any
archaeological issues. The covenant has been drafted and is in the process of being registered on
title. It is expected that the permit will be issued in June.
Electoral Area F
DP F-82 (Altus Group for Eneveldson/Telus) - Altus Group Ltd. and TM Mobile Inc. (“Telus”) to
erect a new 45-metre telecommunications tower, proposed to be located on an industrial-zoned lot
on Stewart Road within Development Permit No. 7 (Stewart Road Light Industrial). The DP
application is combined with an application made under the SCRD’s Telecommunication Facility
Review Procedure. Staff in May corresponded with a new representative for Telus on completing
the ‘prior to issuance’ conditions of Development Permit.
C.

Development Variance Permits
No new applications were received in May.
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area A
DVP 337.142 (Maldonado) to vary the setback to the front parcel line from 5 metres to 2.83 metres
to allow a carport as part of a single family dwelling. The application was approved in July;
however staff are still awaiting confirmation from the shíshálh Nation before issuing the permit.
DVP 337.144 (Woznow) to relax the minimum parking requirements from 2 spaces per residential
property to 0 to allow for a 2 lot subdivision on Hardy Island. A letter of support was received from
the Powell River Regional District Board. The application is expected to be on the June Planning
and Development Committee agenda.
DVP 337.145 (Powell for Reid and Nelson) to vary the setback to an exterior side parcel line from
4.5 metres to 1.5 metres to allow for the construction of a new single family dwelling on Sinclair
Bay Road in Pender Harbour. The application was approved at the March PDC meeting subject to
comments from the shíshálh Nation. Applicants have completed the PFR, but staff are still awaiting
a final copy of the PFR from the shíshálh Nation.
Electoral Area B
DVP 310.175 (Rutherford) to vary the required setback to waterbody (ocean) in order to permit a
retaining wall located at 5603 Mintie Road. Staff are awaiting an updated site survey in order to
prepare a report for an upcoming Area B APC meeting.
DVP 310.187 (Boulding/Cranston) to vary the setback to the natural boundary of the ocean in three
places to permit an existing single family dwelling on Mercer Road in Halfmoon Bay. The SCRD
received the PFR in March and is waiting for covenant registration.
Electoral Area E
DVP 310.190 (Braithwaite) to vary the setback to a front parcel line from 5 metres to 2.56 metres to
allow for an addition (2nd storey) to an existing auxiliary building on Quinn Place. The application
was approved at April’s PDC and the permit issued May 6, 2015.
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Board of Variance
One new application was received in May:
Electoral Area D
BOV #153 Brash for Allan – reconstruction of existing deck and addition of new deck area on a
property located at 3237 Beach Avenue in Roberts Creek.

E.

Building Permits
Staff reviewed 4 building permit applications in May to confirm Zoning Bylaw and Official
Community Plan compliance.

F.

Crown Land/Foreshore, Water Licence Application Referrals, Pesticide Use Application
Referrals, UREP referrals.
Four new Crown Referrals were received in May:
2411009 BC Bike Race- Annual bike race taking place from North Vancouver to Whistler via
Vancouver Island and the Sunshine Coast. (June 28 – July 4, 2015). Staff are preparing comments to
the Crown for the deadline of June 9, 2015
2411510 Area A – Residential Private Moorage (Specific Permission) fronting Lot 19, DL 3989,
Plan 12096 on Ruby Lake, Pender Harbour. Staff are preparing comments to submit to the Crown
for a deadline of June 12. A report is being considered at the June PDC.
2411563 High Creek Investigative Licence - near Vancouver Bay, Jervis Inlet. A 9.1 MW
hydroelectric project is proposed, including an intake structure, a 2,800m long penstock (pipe),
temporary and permanent access roads, staging a spoil areas and a 12 km 69 kV transmission line
which will connect to other transmission lines and the Malaspina substation. This licence
application involves a transfer of water licence from the Hawkeye Energy Corporation to Sigma
Engineering Ltd. Staff are reviewing the application and will provide comments to the Crown
before the June 30 deadline. An update report will be provided to the PDC in July.
2411564 Red Tusk Creek Investigative Licence - in the vicinity of Clowhom Lake/Salmon Inlet. A
12.1 MW hydroelectric project is proposed, including an intake structure, a 3,800m long penstock
(pipe), temporary and permanent access roads, staging a spoil areas and a 14 km 69 kV transmission
line which will connect to the BC Hydro transmission line of the Squamish substation (subject to
BC Hydro review). This licence application involves a transfer of water licence from the Hawkeye
Energy Corporation to Sigma Engineering Ltd. Staff are reviewing the application and will provide
comments to the Crown before the June 30 deadline. An update report will be provided to the PDC
in July.
2411576 Area B – Application for Industrial – Misc. purposes (Log debris Storage and Burning
Site) by BC Hydro Power and Authority in the vicinity of District Lot 1901 known as Clowhom
Spit.
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Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area A
0163133 – Bowsprit Community Wharf Renewal Application – As directed by the Board, staff have
submitted the application form for re-assigning the tenure of the dock to the Bowsprit Community
Wharf Association. The reassignment documents were signed by the SCRD and Bowsprit
Community in May and mailed to the Province. The reassignment application has been approved by
the Crown and the SCRD is awaiting copies of the Licence.
2411099 – Log Handling Barge Facility by BC Timber Sales, located in Lena Bay, Hotham Sound.
This is a re-application for an existing log handling tenure for another 10 years. Staff obtained an
extension on the comment period to May 6th, and has compiled a report for the Area A APC. Final
comments incorporated the APC’s review and were submitted to the Crown in May.
G.

Governmental Referrals (District of Sechelt / Town of Gibsons / Islands Trust)
No new referrals were received in May.

H.

Subdivision Activity
Two new subdivision applications were received in May.
Electoral Area B
2014-05685 Bolognese – 7967 Ravens Cry Road. A two lot subdivision on a property which was
recently rezoned.
Electoral Area D
2015-01916 Green for 1312 Lands – District Lot 1312 at Ranch and Sullivan Roads in Roberts
Creek. This is a subdivision application on a property which is also under review for ‘subdivision
within the ALR’. The Agricultural Land Commission must grant approval prior to this application
being completed.

I.

Agricultural Land Commission Applications
No new applications were received in May.
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area D
ALR D-59 – Green for 1312 Lands Inc. - For an eight lot subdivision for farm use in the ALR and
one remaining lot on Resource designated land, located in Roberts Creek. Staff prepared a report for
the April AAC and Area D APC meetings for comment. A report including comments from the
advisory committees will be provided to the June PDC meeting.

J.

Tree Cutting Permits
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One new application was received in May.
Electoral Area B
B-26 - Tree Cutting Permit for one 20 metre Douglas Fir located at 7711 Redrooffs Rd. Halfmoon
Bay, BC.
K.

Strata Conversion Applications
No new applications were received in May.
Ongoing Applications:
Electoral Area E
SC E-2 (Boon) to create a two-unit strata on Rosamond Road. Applicants are working on
completing infrastructure requirements for water servicing and survey drawings.

2.

Long Range Planning and Major Projects

A.

Staff continued to meet and correspond with other active participants of the Food Policy Council
working group with a view towards formalizing the FPC, and collaborating to implement the
Agricultural Area Plan and begin developing a region-wide food sustainability strategy. A strategic
planning session is tentatively planned to be held on June 26th at the Sunshine Coast Botanical
Garden.

B.

The OCP review committee for Egmont/Pender Harbour commenced in April; three meetings have
occurred to date. The committee has endorsed the proposed plan layout and the vision and goals are
on the next agenda. The Pender Harbour Chamber of Commerce has previously discussed a vision
for the area and the committee will be looking at this information to determine if it is valid for the
OCP as well. There is a desire to stream line the goals and make them easier to digest and
understand.

C.

The first of four meetings of the Invasive Species Technical Working Group was held on April 27th
at the SCRD Office. A summary report will be presented at a future PDC meeting. The second
meeting will be held on June 15th.

D.

Environmental Assessments for Eagle Mountain/Woodfibre Gas Pipeline and Woodfibre LNG
applications: The proponent continues to post additional reports on the EAO project site. A staff
report was provided at the May PDC. SCRD Board comments, as per resolution 230/15 form the
May 28 meeting, were sent to the EAO and Town of Gibsons.

E.

Staff continued work on drafting concerning the potential for developing a region-wide protocol for
siting telecommunication towers and antennae. Once drafted, staff intend to coordinate a working
group meeting with staff from the District of Sechelt, Town of Gibsons and shíshálh Nation staff to
begin finalizing the draft.

F.

Twin Creeks OCP Review - Director Winn and staff conducted a tour of the area and met with some
of the property/business owners.

3.

Other
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A.

Housing Committee met on May 27 and a workshop for municipal councilors and SCRD Directors
was held on May 29.

B.

BC Timber Sales –On May 20, 2015 planning staff met with Norm Kempe, Planning Forester, and
Don Hudson, Timber Sales Manager, of the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations (FLNRO) to discuss updates to the 2014/2015 BC Timber Sales (BCTS) operating area
plans for the Sunshine Coast region. FLRNO reported on upcoming staff changes, timing of timber
sales to be auctioned for the next year, new information and studies that update their operating area
plans, and information about road construction and logging truck routes. Staff will be preparing a
report for the July PDC meeting.

C.

Howe Sound Community Forum – Directors and staff attended a meeting on May 1 held on Bowen
Island.

D.

The SCRD & VCH Healthy Communities Collaboration Agreement was signed by all parties. The
VCH stated that work will commence to identify priority areas and projects for mutual benefit,
beginning with the development of a 2 year work plan.
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SCRD Bylaw Amendment and Permit Activity
BYLAW AMENDMENTS RECEIVED
Bylaw Amended
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Zoning Amendments
310
337
OCP Amendments
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont/Pender Hrbr
Hillside
Twin Creeks
Totals

6
1

7
2

2
2

3
1

4
2

6
4

4
3

1
1
1
4
2
0
1
17

1
1
1
2
2
0
0
16

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
1
1
0
0
0
6

0
0
0
1
2
0
0
9

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
12

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
8

DEVELOPMENT PERMITS RECEIVED
Official Community Plan 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont/Pender Hrbr
Totals

7
6
12
3
5
33

6
5
5
8
2
26

2
4
10
10
5
31

8
2
10
6
5
29

3
3
7
5
3
21

0
1
11
4
4
20

5
1
7
5
4
22

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

1
1
1

0

0

0

0

3

1
1
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD

1
1

1

1

1

1
2

1
1
1
2

2
3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1
3
1
9

DEVELOPMENT VARIANCE PERMITS AND BOARD OF VARIANCE ORDERS RECEIVED
Zoning Bylaw
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec YTD
Bylaw 310
13 14 10
6
10
6
10
2
2
4
Bylaw 337
7
7
9
1
2
6
4
1
2
3
Totals
20 21 19
7
12
12
14
0
3
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
BUILDING PERMIT REVIEW
Official Community Plan 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont-Pender Hrbr
Totals

29 45 37
44 45 49
59 54 71
61 62 70
93 117 105
286 323 332

35
44
56
64
70
269

33
39
51
56
74
253

24
54
33
41
62
214

18
21
61
42
58
200

CROWN LAND PERMIT APPLICATIONS
Electoral Area
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
West Howe Sound
Elphinstone
Roberts Creek
Halfmoon Bay
Egmont-Pender Hrbr
All Electoral Areas
Totals

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
6
8
16

3
0
0
3
9
0
15

0
0
0
4
6
1
10

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
3
1
2
6
2
2
2
3
1
10
2
4
8
3
17
3
3
5
4
15
3
7
12
5
1
28
10
19
27
16
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
76

2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015 2015
Jan Feb Mar April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec YTD
1
1
2

1
2
3
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1

0

1

2
2
1
5

3
4
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

9

SCRD Subdivision and Development Activity

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Subdivision Applications Received By Area*
2011
2012
2013
2014

2010

May
4
4
8
3
3
22

8
1
5
8
0
22

4
7
4
5
3
23

2
1
0
1
2
6

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

2015

5
2
6
2
3
18

YTD
1
1

2
1

2

3

Subdivision Application Fees Collected
Amount Collected
Year
2010
$22,165.00
$19,947.00
2011
$14,335.00
2012
2013
$5,175.00
2014
$22,825.00
May
$7,620.00
$8,485.00
2015 YTD

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

Fees Received For Money In Lieu Of Park Dedication
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
May
$16,875
$13,250
$29,250

$16,875

$0

Subdivisions Receiving Final SCRD Approval
2011
2012
2013
2014

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

2010

$0

$0

$29,250

$13,250

Development Cost Charges Collected From Subdivision*
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
May
$2,000
$8,000
$6,000
$6,000
$6,000
$3,000
$24,000
$3,000
$2,450
$12,250 $12,250
$2,450
$2,450
$7,350
$2,450
$7,350
$34,300
$2,450 $39,300
$2,450
$42,750
$30,050 $65,000
$26,450
$15,250

$13,250

2010

3
1
3
4
3
14

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

YTD
$8,000
$6,000
$2,450

2
1
6
4
2
15

0

YTD

Subdivision

1

4

1

1
1
0

2

0

1

1

1

1
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1
8

0.0852

0

2015

0

$4,900
$4,900

$0

$0

2015
May

YTD

1
1
1
1

Exclusion

0

YTD

0

$0

Strata Conversion Applications Reviewed
2011
2012
2013
2014

1

Inclusion

Non-Farm

1
2
1

1
2
7

0

$2,450
$2,450
$2,450

2015
May

3
2
2

Development Cost Charges Collected From Building Permits*
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
May
YTD

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

2014

YTD
1

0.0852
0

District of Sechelt
Development Cost Charges
2010
$56,100
2011
$82,500
2012
$223,300
2013
$94,600
2014
$57,750
May
2015 YTD

2013

2
2

May

* Does not include District of Sechelt.

2012

2
3
5
1
0
11

Lands Received as Park Dedication (Hectares)
2011
2012
2013
2014

2010

$2,450
* Does not include District of Sechelt .

ALR Applications Reviewed
Electoral
2010
2011
Area
A
B
D
2
E
1
F
Totals
3

$16,450

2015
May

Electoral
Area
A
B
D
E
F
Totals

YTD
$13,250

Proposed # of Parcels Through Subdivision Application Reviewed
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
May
YTD
8
16
8
3
14
13
2
13
6
5
2
4
24
12
8
0
16
8
8
8
15
4
2
8
2
5
0
6
4
20
58
45
39
15
63
14

0

0

0

0

0

1

$0

ANNEX H
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
NATURAL RESOURCES ADVISORY COMMITTEE MINUTES
Rockwood Lodge, Sechelt BC
Wednesday May 20, 2015

Present: Mike Latimer (Chair), Daniel Bouman, Brett McGillvary
SCRD Board Liaison Member: Frank Mauro
Guest: David Rafael, SCRD Senior Planner
Regrets: Nicol Warn, Julie Davidson, Virginia Cullen, Mark Giltrow, Paul Van
Poppelen, Sue Grayston.

CALL TO ORDER
The Chair called the meeting to order at 7:10 pm
With only three NRAC members present, the group did not reach quorum.
The group decided to continue with an informal meeting.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA
N/A

REPORTS AND MINUTES
N/A

BUSINESS ARISING FROM MINUTES AND UNFINISHED BUSINESS
None.

NEW BUSINESS

4.1

Woodfibre LNG and Eagle Mountain-Woodfibre Gas
Pipeline Environmental Assessments – SCRD Board
Comments

In discussion of this item the following points were noted:

129

-

-

There is some concern and uncertainty regarding where the LNG tankers
will refuel. English Bay is not a suitable location. Squamish/Howe Sound
is also unsuitable because it is often too rough.
Tankers are planning to refuel in a sheltered port in the US.
There is still concern over the potential for tankers’ wakes to affect
shoreline habitats and infrastructure. However, most studies suggest the
tankers will have minimal wakes. Though large, the tankers will be
running at conservative speeds of about 8 knots. Displacement hulls
operating at low speeds do not tend to generate a large wake.

Update from David Rafael on the Environmental Assessment processes:
- SCRD have requested that the risk assessment and analysis be amended
to include the entire route.
- SCRD have requested clarification regarding Sandia National Laboratory’s
recommendations for hazard zones around tankers. There is conflicting
information about the “area of impact” (hazard zone) around the tankers.
One report suggests a 500m distance, while another suggests a 3km
distance.
- Water intakes should not be located within a 2km distance from herring
spawning sites. The proposed intake for the plant does not meet this
criterion and the discrepancy needs to be addressed.
- It is not clear how Woodfibre LNG influences the maintenance and
operation of the tankers. Woodfibre LNG does not own or manage the
tankers.
- Some of these issues may be addressed by the forthcoming TERMPOL
study.
- Option to travel through Pasley Islands has been firmly rejected by the
proponent.

4.2

Woodfibre LNG Environmental Assessment Update

Not discussed

MEMBERS REPORT:

David Rafael:
- Sigma Engineering has submitted applications for two IPP stations.
These were licences held by Hawkeye Energy Corp. which seems to be
out of business/bankrupt. NRAC can expect to comment on these

130

-

-

applications in the near future. The current applications are for
investigative permits.
There is still no update from Burnco. However, the BC EAO has offered to
give presentation to NRAC outlining the EA process. Staff suggested that
this be given once BURNCO has submitted their application. Staff will
also ask BURNCO to attend an NRAC meeting.
The Howe Sound Community Forum recently had a meeting. There has
been some progress on the Cumulative Effects Framework. The details
are available online ( http://futureofhowesound.org/campaigns/howesound-community-forum-returns-to-bowen-island/ ).

Dan Bouman:
- Had some difficulty locating the Bull, Housser & Tupper document on the
Tsilhqot’in decision (June 2014). UBC Law School’s analysis of the
decision is also recommended.

NEXT MEETING
July 15, 2015 (7pm at Rockwood Lodge)

ADJOURNMENT
The (informal) meeting of the Natural Resources Advisory Committee adjourned
at 7:40.
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Agricultural	
  Advisory	
  Committee	
  
	
  

ANNEX I

May	
  26,	
  2015	
   	
  
3:30	
  pm	
  
Minutes	
  of	
  the	
  meeting	
  held	
  in	
  the	
  Cedar	
  Room	
  of	
  the	
  Sunshine	
  Coast	
  Regional	
  
District	
  Offices,	
  1975	
  Field	
  Road,	
  Sechelt,	
  BC	
  

	
  

Present:	
  
Regrets:	
  

	
  
	
  

Dale	
  Peterson	
  (Chair),	
  David	
  Morgan,	
  Gerald	
  Rainville,	
  Jon	
  Bell,	
  Betty	
  Hart	
  	
  
Dawn	
  Myers,	
  Katy	
  Latham,	
  Martin	
  Kiewitz,	
  Kym	
  Chi,	
  David	
  Steele	
  

Absent:	
  	
  
Jade	
  Bisson,	
  Dave	
  Ryan,	
  Frank	
  Roosen	
  
Also	
  present:	
   David	
  Rafael,	
  Senior	
  Planner	
  
	
  
Gregory	
  Gebka,	
  Planner	
  
Diane	
  Corbett,	
  Recorder	
  
Members	
  of	
  the	
  Public	
  –	
  2	
  	
  

	
  

Call	
  to	
  Order	
  	
   3:40	
  pm	
  
	
  
1.
Agenda	
  
The	
  agenda	
  was	
  adopted	
  as	
  amended:	
  
• Add	
  2.1	
  Nomination	
  of	
  Vice	
  Chair	
  
• Add	
  2.2	
  Selecting	
  committee	
  members	
  
• Add	
  2.3	
  AAC	
  agenda	
  mail-‐out	
  
• Add	
  3.4	
  Land	
  trust	
  for	
  affordable	
  housing	
  envisioned	
  by	
  Housing	
  Committee	
  
• Move	
  Delegation	
  Gregory	
  Gebka	
  regarding	
  Bylaw	
  310.148	
  to	
  accompany	
  3.3	
  
	
  
2.
New	
  Business	
  
	
  
2.1 Nomination	
  of	
  Vice	
  Chair	
  
	
  
Betty	
  Hart	
  was	
  re-‐nominated	
  as	
  Vice	
  Chair.	
  
	
  
2.2 Selecting	
  Committee	
  Members	
  
	
  
Gerald	
  Rainville	
  discussed	
  an	
  application	
  for	
  membership	
  with	
  the	
  AAC.	
  
	
  
Recommendation	
  No.	
  1	
  
	
  
That	
  the	
  Agricultural	
  Advisory	
  Committee	
  recommend	
  to	
  the	
  Board	
  that	
  Brenda	
  Thomas	
  
be	
  appointed	
  as	
  a	
  member	
  of	
  the	
  Agricultural	
  Advisory	
  Committee.	
  
	
  
2.3 AAC	
  Agenda	
  Mail-‐out	
  
	
  
There	
  was	
  discussion	
  about	
  the	
  timely	
  receipt	
  of	
  the	
  AAC	
  agenda	
  by	
  mail	
  prior	
  to	
  the	
  
meeting.	
  Staff	
  will	
  look	
  at	
  options	
  for	
  speeding	
  up	
  delivery	
  of	
  the	
  agenda.	
  
	
  
3.
Reports	
  and	
  Minutes	
  
	
  
3.1 Agricultural	
  Advisory	
  Committee	
  Minutes	
  of	
  April	
  28,	
  2015	
  
	
  
The	
  meeting	
  minutes	
  of	
  April	
  28,	
  2015	
  were	
  adopted	
  as	
  amended:	
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  Regional	
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  –	
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  Minutes,	
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  26,	
  2015	
  

•
•
•
•

	
  
	
  

	
  

Page	
  4,	
  bullet	
  6,	
  line	
  2:	
  replace	
  “$80,000”	
  with	
  “$8,000”;	
  
Page	
  4,	
  bullet	
  6,	
  line	
  4:	
  delete	
  “but	
  would	
  it	
  cost	
  a	
  lot?”	
  and	
  add	
  “during	
  
crises,	
  but	
  it	
  would	
  cost	
  a	
  lot	
  more	
  labour”;	
  
Page	
  4,	
  bullet	
  6,	
  line	
  5:	
  replace	
  “fire	
  truck”	
  with	
  “water	
  truck”;	
  
Page	
  4,	
  bullet	
  6,	
  start	
  of	
  line	
  9:	
  insert	
  “non-‐potable”	
  before	
  “reservoirs”.	
  

	
  
3.2 Board	
  Actions	
  Report	
  
	
  
Received	
  for	
  information.	
  
	
  
3.3 Zoning	
  Amendment	
  Bylaw	
  No.	
  310.148	
  –	
  ‘AG	
  Zone’	
  (Electoral	
  Areas	
  B-‐F)	
  
	
  
The	
  Planner	
  gave	
  background	
  information	
  and	
  an	
  overview	
  of	
  the	
  staff	
  report	
  dated	
  
April	
  15,	
  2015	
  on	
  Zoning	
  Amendment	
  Bylaw	
  No.	
  310.148	
  –	
  ‘AG	
  Zone’.	
  Discussion	
  
ensued.	
  Members	
  were	
  invited	
  to	
  email	
  the	
  Planner	
  with	
  any	
  further	
  questions	
  
about	
  the	
  draft	
  bylaw.	
  
Recommendation	
  No.	
  2	
  
That	
  changes	
  to	
  draft	
  Zoning	
  Amendment	
  Bylaw	
  No.	
  310.148	
  be	
  considered	
  as	
  follows:	
  
• bees	
  be	
  given	
  a	
  specific	
  line	
  in	
  the	
  “Use	
  of	
  land	
  building	
  and	
  structure”	
  table,	
  with	
  
setbacks	
  of	
  5	
  metres	
  in	
  front	
  or	
  rear,	
  and	
  1.5	
  metres	
  from	
  side	
  property	
  line;	
  
• setbacks	
  to	
  roads	
  for	
  all	
  uses	
  be	
  reviewed	
  separately,	
  in	
  the	
  context	
  of	
  possible	
  
reduction;	
  
• kennel	
  run	
  setbacks	
  be	
  the	
  same	
  as	
  those	
  for	
  agriculture	
  building	
  structures	
  that	
  
confine	
  livestock;	
  
• draft	
  provisions	
  for	
  temporary	
  campgrounds	
  in	
  Electoral	
  Area	
  F	
  be	
  reconsidered;	
  
• “equal	
  to”	
  be	
  added	
  before	
  “exceeding”	
  in	
  1021.2	
  to	
  read	
  “equal	
  to	
  or	
  exceeding	
  1	
  
hectare”.	
  

3.4 Land	
  Trust	
  for	
  Affordable	
  Housing	
  Envisioned	
  by	
  Housing	
  Committee	
  
	
  
The	
  Planner	
  remarked	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  a	
  vision	
  for	
  a	
  Community	
  Land	
  Trust	
  being	
  
spearheaded	
  through	
  the	
  Sunshine	
  Coast	
  Housing	
  Committee,	
  which	
  is	
  a	
  regional	
  
committee	
  looking	
  at	
  affordable	
  housing.	
  The	
  Planner	
  inquired	
  of	
  the	
  Senior	
  Planner	
  
how	
  this	
  might	
  relate	
  to	
  the	
  farmland	
  trust,	
  a	
  pilot	
  project	
  identified	
  in	
  the	
  Ag	
  Plan.	
  
	
  
The	
  Senior	
  Planner	
  advised	
  that	
  the	
  Housing	
  Committee	
  is	
  winding	
  down,	
  in	
  its	
  third	
  
year	
  of	
  a	
  Memorandum	
  of	
  Understanding	
  amongst	
  local	
  governments.	
  As	
  a	
  means	
  
of	
  carrying	
  forward,	
  the	
  committee	
  investigated	
  that	
  a	
  Community	
  Land	
  Trust	
  could	
  
own	
  and	
  develop	
  land	
  and	
  hold	
  resources	
  for	
  affordable	
  housing.	
  The	
  Housing	
  
Committee	
  would	
  be	
  meeting	
  the	
  following	
  day,	
  where	
  he	
  would	
  inquire	
  further	
  
about	
  an	
  agricultural	
  component.	
  
	
  
4.
Next	
  Meeting	
  	
  
June	
  23,	
  2015	
  	
  3:30	
  pm	
  
	
  
Adjourned	
  	
   5:40	
  pm	
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Area ‘A’ Minutes

May 27, 2015

ANNEX J
AREA 'A' MINUTES
SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT REFERRALS ADVISORY PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
LIBRARY ROOM, PENDER HARBOUR SECONDARY SCHOOL, MADEIRA PARK
WEDNESDAY, MAY 27 2015 AT 7:00PM

Present:

G. Craig (Chair), D. Burnham, J. Dickin, L. Falk, A. Thomson, C. McEachern, F.
Mauro (Area A Director) and C. Patterson (Secretary).

Regrets:

J. Hall, A. Skelley, J. McOuat, G. McBain, G. Park.

CALL TO ORDER: 7:01 P.M.
MINUTES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Egmont / Pender Harbour (Area A) APC Minutes of April 29, 2015
Halfmoon Bay (Area B) APC Minutes of April 28, 2015
Roberts Creek (Area D) APC Minutes of April 27, 2015
Elphinstone (Area E) APC Minutes of April 22, 2015
West Howe Sound (Area F) APC Minutes of April 28, 2015
Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of April 28, 2015
Planning and Development Committee Minutes of April 9, 2015

Motion: To adopt the Minutes of April 29, 2015 for Area 'A' and to accept the balance of
the minutes with thanks.
Carried Unanimously

8.

License of Occupation Application File 2411510 for a Residential Private Moorage (Specific
Permission) fronting Lot 19, DL 3989, Plan 12096, Ruby Lake, Pender Harbour, BC

Motion: While it is unclear the exact type of tenure being requested, this Committee
would agree to a tenure of a fixed term from ten to twenty years, consistent with similar
tenures granted in the area, and subject to the conditions as laid out in the memorandum
of May 15, 2015 by Marina Stjepovic.

DIRECTORS REPORT:
The Director reported on:
 SCRD Strategic Plan development
 Draft Dock Management Plan
 OCP Review for Area A
 Economic Development Charter

NEXT MEETING:

7:00 P.M. on June 24, 2015 at the SCRD Office on Lagoon Road, Madeira
Park, BC

ADJOURNMENT:

Motion to adjourn at 8:18 P.M.
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ANNEX K
Halfmoon Bay APC Advisory Group
Coopers Green, Halfmoon Bay, BC
MINUTES OF TUESDAY, May 26, 2015
Chair
Ex Officio member
Recording Secretary
PRESENT
Ray Moscrip
Bruce Thorpe
Frank Belfry
Elise Rudland
Lorne Campbell

Joan Harvey
Garry Nohr
Katrina Walters
REGRETS
Joan Harvey
Len Pakulak
Barbara Boulding
Alda Grames
Wendy Pearson
Walter Powell
Eleanor Lenz

SCRD STAFF

GUESTS
Cherry Bolognese

1. Call to Order
Elise Rudland, interim chairperson, called the meeting to order at 7:05 PM.
2. Agenda
Motion: That the agenda be accepted as printed.

Carried Unanimously
3. Minutes
Minutes from the following meetings were received for information:
3.1 Area B- Halfmoon Bay APC Minutes of April 28, 2015.
3.2 Area A- Egmont/Pender Harbour APC Minutes of April 29, 2015.
3.3 Area D- Roberts Creek APC Minutes of April 27, 2015.
3.4 Area E- Elphinstone APC Minutes of April 22, 2015.
3.5 Area F- West Howe Sound APC Minutes of April 28, 2015.
3.6 Natural Resource Advisory Committee Minutes none.
3.7 Agricultural Advisory Committee Minutes of April 28, 2015.
3.8 Planning and Development Committee Minutes of April 9, 2015.
Motion: That the above Area B minutes be accepted as printed and the other minutes be
received as information only.
Carried Unanimously
4. Business Arising from Minutes and Unfinished Business
None.
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5. New Business
5.1 Subdivision Application MoTI 2014-05685
APC Comments/Concerns:
None.
Motion:
That the APC supports Subdivision Application MoTI #2014-05685.
Carried Unanimously

5.2 OCP Amendment Bylaw No. 675.2 and Bylaw Amendment No. 310.160
APC Comments/Concerns:
-The Staff Report is not clear.
-OCP Bylaw 675.2: Shouldn’t give it (reduction in minimum parcel size) to all properties
sight unseen.
-Send it (Staff Report) back to the Planning Department and ask them to come to our
meeting and explain it.
-Zoning Bylaw 310.160 (Lindsey): There was no problem with the neighbours or at
the open house.
- OCP Bylaw 675.2: Suggest that each one applies individually; it is hard to plan for the
future.
-Community Benefit: is that something new? It is put into the new OCP’s…If it is going to
apply, it should apply uniformly; consistency is important.
-Vote against the 5% Community Benefit contribution; it shouldn’t be in there.
-The Staff Report is very unclear about what we were supposed to do.

Motions:
That the APC is in support of Zoning Bylaw 310.160 (Lindsey)
Carried
That the APC is not in support of the amendment to OCP Bylaw 675.2 as drafted on
p.33 that ‘The residential C policy could be amended to introduce a site specific
policy for the parcel.’
Carried
That the APC is not in support of the 5% Community Benefit; it does not fit with
this property.
Carried

Directors Report:
Director Garry Nohr gave his report.

6. APC Committee Discussions/Requests
None.
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7. Next Meeting
Tuesday, June 23 2015, 7 PM.
8. Adjournment
8:25 PM

________________________
Joan Harvey
HMB APC Chair

____________________
Date
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ANNEX L
MEMORANDUM

TO:	
  
	
  

	
  

AVICC	
  Members	
  

FROM :	
  
	
  

Councillor	
  Barbara	
  Price,	
  President	
  

DATE:	
  
	
  

May	
  6,	
  2015	
  

RE:

Follow-‐up:	
  	
  Private	
  Managed	
  Forest	
  Lands	
  and	
  Water	
  and	
  	
  
Watershed	
  Protection	
  	
  

	
  	
  	
  

	
  

Following	
  the	
  meetings	
  last	
  year	
  (July	
  and	
  October)	
  with	
  participants	
  from	
  local	
  government	
  
(elected	
  and	
  staff),	
  Ministry	
  of	
  Forest	
  Lands	
  and	
  Natural	
  Resource	
  Operation	
  (FLNRO),	
  Private	
  Forest	
  
Landowners	
  Association	
  (PFLA),	
  Private	
  Forest	
  Land	
  Council	
  (PFLC),	
  Vancouver	
  Island	
  Health	
  
Authority	
  (VIHA)	
  and	
  industry	
  (Islands	
  Timberland	
  and	
  TimberWest),	
  we	
  advised	
  that	
  the	
  action	
  plan	
  
going	
  forward	
  was	
  two	
  fold.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  first	
  was	
  to	
  create	
  a	
  smaller	
  stakeholder	
  group	
  with	
  staff	
  representatives	
  from	
  VIHA,	
  FLNRO,	
  
UBCM,	
  AVICC,	
  PFLA	
  and	
  PFLC	
  to	
  develop	
  a	
  terms	
  of	
  reference	
  for	
  a	
  stakeholder	
  working	
  group	
  that	
  
could	
  be	
  pulled	
  together	
  as	
  needed	
  to	
  address	
  local	
  or	
  regional	
  concerns.	
  	
  The	
  model	
  was	
  to	
  
resemble	
  the	
  Regional	
  Drinking	
  Water	
  Teams	
  that	
  have	
  worked	
  effectively	
  in	
  the	
  past.	
  	
  The	
  intention	
  
was	
  that	
  it	
  could	
  address	
  issues	
  through	
  the	
  regular	
  day-‐to-‐day	
  responsibilities	
  of	
  the	
  stakeholders	
  
involved.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  second	
  was	
  to	
  address	
  the	
  need	
  for	
  education	
  and	
  awareness	
  on	
  the	
  protections	
  that	
  are	
  in	
  
place	
  and	
  the	
  avenues	
  open	
  for	
  addressing	
  issues	
  arising.	
  	
  
	
  
Three	
  AVICC	
  members	
  did	
  contact	
  the	
  Managed	
  Forest	
  Council	
  to	
  take	
  advantage	
  of	
  the	
  their	
  offer	
  
for	
  an	
  information	
  session	
  for	
  elected	
  officials	
  and	
  staff.	
  	
  AVICC	
  also	
  offered	
  the	
  Saturday	
  morning	
  
working	
  breakfast	
  session	
  at	
  the	
  2015	
  AVICC	
  AGM	
  &	
  Convention	
  in	
  Courtenay.	
  	
  More	
  than	
  80	
  
delegates	
  registered	
  for	
  that	
  session.	
  	
  A	
  number	
  of	
  questions	
  and	
  concerns	
  were	
  raised	
  at	
  the	
  
session	
  with	
  time	
  running	
  out	
  to	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  respond	
  to	
  them	
  all.	
  	
  The	
  delegate	
  evaluation	
  feedback	
  
and	
  follow-‐up	
  from	
  members	
  indicates	
  that	
  more	
  work	
  is	
  needed	
  to	
  address	
  water	
  and	
  watershed	
  
protection	
  concerns	
  specifically	
  in	
  relation	
  to	
  private	
  managed	
  forest	
  land.	
  	
  	
  
	
  
To	
  date,	
  AVICC	
  has	
  not	
  been	
  able	
  to	
  engage	
  the	
  Ministry	
  of	
  Forests,	
  Lands	
  and	
  Natural	
  Resource	
  
Operations	
  in	
  coming	
  together	
  to	
  be	
  able	
  to	
  initiate	
  the	
  working	
  stakeholder	
  group.	
  	
  	
  We	
  have	
  
invited	
  Ministry	
  representatives	
  that	
  attended	
  the	
  meetings	
  last	
  year	
  to	
  come	
  to	
  the	
  June	
  18	
  
Executive	
  meeting	
  to	
  discuss	
  next	
  steps	
  including	
  other	
  actions	
  that	
  should	
  be	
  taken	
  to	
  address	
  local	
  
government	
  concerns	
  over	
  the	
  protection	
  of	
  water	
  and	
  watersheds.	
  	
  
	
  
In	
  the	
  interim,	
  if	
  there	
  are	
  strategies	
  that	
  you	
  as	
  members	
  have	
  undertaken	
  locally	
  that	
  have	
  met	
  
with	
  success,	
  please	
  consider	
  sharing	
  them	
  with	
  other	
  members.	
  	
  This	
  can	
  be	
  done	
  by	
  sending	
  a	
  
letter	
  to	
  avicc@ubcm.ca	
  and	
  asking	
  that	
  it	
  be	
  forwarded	
  to	
  all	
  members	
  as	
  a	
  Member-‐to-‐Member	
  
Communication.	
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ANNEX M
Subject:
Attachments:

FW: May 1st Forum Review
Spong Reef support request.docx; Member Community Attendees.pdf

From: Howe Sound Community Forum [mailto:howesoundcommunityforum@gmail.com]
Sent: May‐20‐15 8:00 AM
Subject: May 1st Forum Review
Dear Members and Observers,

Thank you again for coming together in the spirit of cooperation at the Howe Sound Community Forum on Bowen Island.
An overview of the forum and the presentations can be found via this link. Copies of the presentations can be sent directly to you
upon request.
The list of attendees list is attached.
1) Cumulative Effects Assessment
Following the forum, Jeff Juthans wished to emphasize:
" We do not expect much of time or work commitment from HSCF staff or reps on the Howe Sound CE project other than some
form of review of the CE assessments and any draft provincial recommendations that might come from them. It would likely be
sometime in 2016 before the first 4 value assessments would be made available for review and discussion."
By return e-mail, please advise who would be the point of contact staff person would be for the municipality or regional district
you represent. If you have further questions please contact Jeff.Juthans@gov.bc.ca 604-586-4287,
2) Sponge Reef protection - Attached is the wording for a letter of support as suggested by Adam Taylor. Please note Bowen
Island Municipality, Island Trust, Village of Lions Bay and Squamish Nation have already passed a resolution and sent their
letter of support.
3) Next Forum - Squamish. Mayor Heintzman and District of Squamish Council have confirmed their offer to host the next
forum. A date will be arranged for the fall very soon.

Your feedback on this forum and ideas for the next agenda is welcome.
Thank you,

Ruth Simons 604 921-6564 778 834-4292 Assisting:

Howe Sound Community Forum

Established in 2002

To provide a forum for local governments, Regional Districts and First Nations discussion to maintain and enhance the economic,
environmental, cultural and social well being of the Howe Sound for the benefit of present and future generations.

Squamish Nation - District of West Vancouver - Village of Lions Bay - Town of Gibsons - Resort Municipality of
Whistler - Village of Pemberton - Bowen Island Municipality - Gambier Island Local Trust - District of
Squamish - Metro Vancouver - Sunshine Coast Regional District -Squamish Lillooet Regional District

1
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Howe Sound Community Forum
May 1, 2015 Bowen Island Cates Hill Chapel
Attendees – Member Communities
Elected Officials
Alison Morse
Gary Ander
Maureen Malcomson
Melanie Mason
Michael Kaile
Murray Skeels
Sue Ellen Fast
Heather Deal
Noel Meuller
Bruce Milne
Patricia Heintzman
Bill Soprovich
Nora Gambioli
Dan Rogers
Kate-Louise Stamford
Peter Luckham
Andrée Janyk
Sue Maxwell
Garry Nohr
Ian Winn
Lorne Lewis
Silas White
Mark Lebell
Jeremy Valeriote
Helen Waterson
Fred Bain
Ron McLaughlin
Jordan Sturdy

Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Mayor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Mayor
Mayor
Councillor
Councillor
Trustee
Trustee
Chair
Councillor
Councillor
Chair
Director - West Howe Sound
Director - Elphinstone
Director - Town of Gibsons
Director - Roberts Creek
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
MLA

Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
City of Vancouver
District of Sechelt
District of Sechelt
District of Squamish
District of West Van
District of West Van
Gambier Isl. Local Trust
Gambier Isl. Local Trust
Islands Trust
RMOW
RMOW
SCRD
SCRD
SCRD
SCRD
SCRD
Town of Gibsons
Village of Lions Bay
Village of Lions Bay
Village of Lions Bay
West Vancouver-Sea to Sky

Squamish Nation
Chris Lewis
Bill Williams

Council Member
Chief

Squamish Nation
Squamish Nation

Dave Fiero
Lisa Wilcox

Okanagan Nation
Assistant - Intergovernmental Affairs
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Squamish Nation

Howe Sound Community Forum
May 1, 2015 Bowen Island Cates Hill Chapel
Attendees – Member Communities
Staff
Bonny Brokenshire
Kristen Watson
Casey Grundy
Cari St. Pierre
Sarah McJannet
Caroline Ashekian
Brent Leigh

Bylaw Officer
Deputy CAO
Assistant
Planner
Planner
Environmental Coordinator.
Deputy CAO

Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
Bowen Island Municipality
District of Squamish
District of Squamish
District of West Vancouver

Jeff Juthans
Sharon Thompson

Land & Resource Specialist
Assistant

Forests Lands & Natural
Resource Operation
MLA Jordan Study

Marcin Pachcinski

Division Manager, Electoral Area and
Environment

Theresa McMillan
David Rafael
Alistair McCrone
Claire Daniels
Emanual Mechado

Recreation Technician
Sr. Planner
Recreation Officer
Planner
CAO

Metro Vancouver
Recreations & Trail Sites
BC
SCRD
Sea To Sky Recreation District
SLRD
Town of Gibsons

Presenters
Stephen Foster
Adam Taylor
Peter Scholefield
Gordon McKeever
Peter Frinton

Howe Sound Team Lead
Director
President/Chair
Project Manager
Chair

David Suzuki Foundation
Marine Life Sanctuaries Society
Gambier Island Conservancy
Sea to Sky Marine Trail
Sea to Sky Clean Air Society
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Letter request in support of expansion of Halkett Bay Marine Park
for the protection of rare sponge reefs.

Adam Taylor of Marine Life Sanctuary Society, upon the urging of Chief Gibby Jacob at the
October 17, 2014 Howe Sound Community Forum, requested a letter of support from each of
the member communities.
To date, Bowen Island Municipality, the Village of Lions Bay (minutes from May 20, 2014
Council meeting), Islands Trust, and Squamish Nation have sent letters of support.

Adam requested the following specific statement be made in the letter emailed to:
info@mlssbc.com. Letters can be addressed to:
Marine Life Sanctuaries Society of British Columbia
P.O. BOX 54193 Lonsdale West RPO
North Vancouver, British Columbia V7M3L5

_____________ is pleased to support the addition of the foreshore to Halkett
Bay Provincial Park in order to protect the offshore sponge reef.
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December 10, 2014

SCRD File: 6530-30

The Honourable Leona Aglukkaq
Minister of the Environment
Room 458, Confederation Building
Ottawa, Ontario
K1AOA6

The Honourable Gail Shea
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans
Room 556, Confederation Building
Ottawa, Ontairo
K1AOA6

Dear Hon. Leona Aglukkaq and Hon. Gail Shea:
RE:

Cumulative Effects Assessment for Howe Sound

As you are aware there are a number of development proposals around Howe Sound.
Fhree of these are the subject of formal environmental assessments (Woodfibre Liquid
Natural Gas. Eagle Mountain Woodfibre Gas Pipeline and BURNCO gravel mine) and
a third (Metro Vancouver Waste to Energy Incinerator, near Hillside) will likely be subject
to an EA if it moves forward. In addition the area is subject to several active and
proposed resource extraction related activities and proposals for significant residential
development.
—

The Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) Board is concerned about the lack of
coordinated planning for the Sound and has been discussing issues with neighbouring
local governments at Howe Sound Community Forum meetings.
Recently the Province of BC has discussed the opportunity to develop a cumulative
effects assessment framework for Howe Sound. The SCRD Board considers this an
acceptable first step towards a comprehensive marine and land plan for Howe Sound
provided that the Squamish Nation and all three Regional Districts (Squamish Lillooet,
Metro Vancouver in addition to the SCRD) participate.
The Sunshine Coast Regional District (SCRD) Board recently resolved (Resolution
558/14 Recommendation 10) to accept the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural
Resource Operation’s offer to conduct a Cumulative Effects Assessment (CEA) for
Howe Sound, within the BC CEA Framework but tailored to the Howe Sound area, with
assessment work commencing in early 2015.
-

It is important that the Ministry of the Environment and Ministry of Fisheries and Oceans
are involved if the framework is to be successful.
The SCRD Board seeks a commitment from the Ministry of the Environment and Ministry
of Fisheries and Oceans to participate in the Cumulative Effects Assessment for Howe
Sound.
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Letter to Hon. Leona Aglukkaq and Hon. Gail Shea
Regarding Cumulative Effects Assessment for Howe Sound

Pa

I have attached background report (with selected attachments) and recent SCRD Board
resolutions regarding CEAF for your information.
Please contact David Rafael, Senior Planner, (david.rafaei@scrd.ca or 604 885 6804 et
4) if you have any questions.
Respectfully,

SUNSHINE COAST REGIONAL DISTRICT
7
Garry Nohr
SCRD Chair

Enclosures:

SCRD staff report dated November 4, 2014 and titled “Howe Sound
Community Forum Notes, Presentations and Consideration of
Resolutions”
—

Recently adopted resolutions regarding CEAF for Howe Sound
cc: Members of the Howe Sound Community Forum:
Chief and Council, Squamish First Nation
Mayor, Town of Gibsons
Chair, Gambier Island Local Trust Committee
Mayor, Village of Lions Bay
Mayor, District of Squamish
Mayor, Resort Municipality of Whistler
Mayor, Bowen Island Municipality
Chair, Metro Vancouver
Chair, Squamish Lillooet Regional District
Mayor, Village of Pemberton
Mayor, District of West Vancouver
John Weston MP for West Vancouver—Sunshine Coast—Sea to Sky Country
Nicholas Simons MLA for Powell River-Sunshine Coast
Jordan Sturdy MLA for West Vancouver-Sea-to-Sky
Steve Thomson, Minister of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations
Christy Clark, Premier of British Columbia
-

-

—
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Sound.docx
-
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